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Executive Summary:
Sharpening the Focus of Yolo County Land Use Policy
Making plans for urban expansion while maintaining land in agricultural production is not easy.
If Yolo County decision makers were to either limit urban expansion or develop policies that
encourage urban expansion, agriculture in the county would be significantly affected. Therefore,
decision makers will likely want to consider the agricultural implications of shifting land use in the
county.
The data presented in Sharpening the Focus of Yolo County Land Use Policy is meant to deepen
the understanding of agricultural land use in Yolo County by learning from current land use in rural
Yolo County. This report presents two new datasets developed specifically for this project. The first
dataset is a field level digital snapshot of agricultural production on every field in Yolo County. The
second data set shows the extent of agricultural land parcelization by measuring the developed land
within rural Yolo County.

Agricultural production in Yolo County
This report combines spatial agricultural production information from several spatial datasets,
including data from the Yolo County Agricultural Commissioner and Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program. The aim of the agricultural data is to develop a model of agricultural
production on every field in Yolo County. The model documents the commodities grown on over 80
percent of the fields in Yolo County and records the number of acres used for the production of each
commodity.
Over the course of the summer of 2008, a team of geographical information specialists developed
a field level Geographical Information System (GIS) that modeled the size of every field in Yolo
County. This work was carried out as part of the Rural Urban Connections Project and was funded
by the Sacramento Area Council of Governments. The agricultural production information from the
Yolo County Agricultural Commissioner and other sources was checked against what was visible
in the fields of Yolo County and entered into a GIS. The end result is a measure of the number of
acres in production of each specific commodity found in Yolo County and a precise measure of the
location of each field.
The mapping exercise produced a snapshot of Yolo County agricultural production for the summer
of 2008. Figure 1 shows the results of the Yolo County Agricultural Mapping project. In figure 1,
clusters of agricultural production of specific commodities are visible. The agricultural data combine
with soil data, road data and interviews to define the agricultural regions of Yolo County. Figure 2
shows the agricultural regions of Yolo County.
Table 1 shows the acres in agricultural production and the value of agricultural production for each
region for Yolo County for the year 2008.
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Figure ES1: Yolo County agricultural land use

Legend

Figure ES2: Agricultural regions of Yolo County
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Summary of Yolo County agricultural regions

Yolo County
agricultural
regions
Clarksburg

Acres
31,784

Elkhorn

11,286

12

1,063

Yolo Bypass
Yolo Basin

60,925
12,617

35
17

574
1,347

Conway
Yolo East

12,775
69,197

9
111

705
1,604

River Garden

39,492

55

1,393

4,017
5,692

2
5

498
878

Value
($ millions)
102

Value per
Acre ($)
3,209

Davis
Monument
Hills
Dunnigan
Hills
Yolo West

51,831

22

424

41,925

61

1,455

Colusa Basin

18,980

33

1,739

Hungry
Hollow
Winters
Blue Ridge
Capay Valley

17,757

22

1,239

6,427
166,178
27,423

8
17
23

1,245
102
839

Acres of
agricultural
production
per one
acre of
Important
development
Commodities
footprint
winegrapes,
65
alfalfa
walnuts,
99
processing
tomatoes
rice
972
processing
146
tomatoes, rice
pasture, wheat
106
processing
42
tomatoes,
alfalfa
rice,
949
processing
tomatoes
equine, other
7
equine, other
9
pasture,
winegrapes
alfalfa,
processing
tomatoes
almonds,
wheat
almonds,
alfalfa
walnuts, plums
pasture
organic
vegetables,
walnuts
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168
60

23
130
19
816
51

Table ES1: Acres of agricultural production and agricultural value by region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres
Clarksburg

31,784

Percent of total

Value ($ millions)

Percent of total

5

102

19

Elkhorn

11,286

2

12

2

Yolo Bypass

60,925

10

35

6

Yolo Basin

12,617

2

17

3

Conway

12,775

2

9

2

Yolo East

69,197

12

111

21

River Garden

39,492

7

55

10

Davis

4,017

1

2

0

Monument Hills

5,692

1

5

1

Dunnigan Hills

51,831

9

22

4

Yolo West

41,925

7

61

11

Colusa Basin

18,980

3

33

6

Hungry Hollow

17,757

3

22

4

6,427

1

8

2

166,178

29

17

3

27,423

5

23

4

Winters
Blue Ridge
Capay Valley
All of Yolo

578,304

535

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo County Agricultural Commissioner Report, 2009

Developed land footprint
Rural land parcelization is a central concern of agricultural producers and county officials.
Agricultural producers fear parcelization because it decreases the number and size of fields
available for commercial agriculture. At the same time, county officials do not have an accurate
measure of parcelization beyond county zoning regulations. In this section, a new measure of
parcelization is presented that quantifies the number of acres occupied by developed land in rural
Yolo County.
Throughout rural Yolo County, there are numerous areas where homes and barns and other
structures have been constructed over the years. Typically, rural structures are located in close
proximity to each other within a parcel. Historically, house and barns were located close to each
other for convenience of the farmer and to maximize the amount of land in agricultural production.
The area that contains a home, barn and other structures is referred to as a farmstead.
Today, rural Yolo County contains more than farmsteads. Outside of the incorporated areas,
businesses, single-family homes, equestrian centers and traditional farmsteads with large
agricultural shops are common. Because of the diversity of buildings and operations found in rural
Yolo County today, the area that contains buildings will be referred to as the Developed Land
Footprint (DLF).
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DLFs are an important part of the rural Yolo County landscape. As DLFs increase in number or in
size, the quantity of acres available for agriculture will decrease. The densities of DLFs are not the
same throughout rural Yolo County. Driving through rural Yolo County, it is apparent that some areas
of the county have much higher numbers of DLFs than other areas.
The author observed, documented and measured the DLFs in rural Yolo County. Table 2 shows how
DLFs in Yolo County vary by agricultural region.

Table ES2: Number of developed footprints, footprint acreage, percent of region
covered by footprints and acres of agricultural production per one acre of
development footprint within each region of Yolo County, 2008
Number of
developed
footprints
Clarksburg
Elkhorn
Yolo Bypass

Acreage in
footprints

Percentage of
region covered
by footprint

Acres of agricultural
production per one
acre of development
footprint

266

487

1.3

65

47

114

0.9

99

8

63

0.1

972

Yolo Basin

18

86

0.6

146

Conway

17

121

0.9

106

Yolo East

447

1639

2.4

42

20

42

0.1

949

Davis

232

578

13.9

7

Monument Hills

385

653

9.7

9

River Garden

Dunnigan Hills

82

308

0.6

168

Yolo West

214

691

1.6

60

Colusa Basin

502

823

4

23

50

136

0.7

130

151

331

4.6

19

Hungry Hollow
Winters

46

204

0.1

816

Capay Valley*

Blue Ridge

1,070

536

1.8

51

All of Yolo

3,555

6,812

1.1

85

*Capay Valley DLFs were not digitized past Esparto because the edges of a large number of DLFs are not visible due to tree cover.
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Agricultural production by commodity and region
Agricultural production varies throughout Yolo County. Table 3 shows basic information on
total acres of production in Yolo County, the percentage of total California acreage of a specific
commodity that is located in Yolo County and the top two regions in terms of acreage for each
commodity.

Table ES3: Total acres of production in Yolo County, the percentage of total
California acreage of a specific commodity that is located in Yolo County and the top
two regions in terms of acreage for each commodity
Acres of
production in
Yolo County
Almonds
Walnuts
Dried Plums
Grapes

13,851

Percent of
California
acreage in
Yolo County
1%

12,410

3%

2,357

6%

14,373

2%

Alfalfa

49,450

5%

Corn

8,046

6%

Processing

36,041

13%

Tomatoes
Rice
Safflower
Sunflower
Wheat
Rangeland
Organic Mixed

31,579
12,781
12,788
39,841
245,057
1,000

Vegetable

24%
64%
8%

7,300

Equine

1,016
22,561

Percent of
Yolo County
Acreage

Colusa Basin

59

Capay Valley

12

Capay Valley

20

Yolo East

18

Winters

31

Yolo West

28

Clarksburg

63

Dunnigan Hills

28

Yolo West

25

Yolo East

25

Yolo East

26

Yolo West

21

Yolo East

53

Yolo West

12

River Garden

54

Yolo Bypass

25

Yolo Bypass

21

Clarksburg

19

Yolo East

44

River Garden

22

Yolo East

28

Yolo West

13

Blue Ridges

66

Dunnigan Hills

15

Capay Valley

92

Winters

Organic, All Other

Habitat

6%

Important
production
regions in Yolo
County

7

Davis

52

Dunnigan Hills

16

Yolo Bypass

73

River Garden

22
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Organic production in California and Yolo County is not well documented. The available organic
agricultural production sources are limited because most information sources do not distinguish
between organic and conventional agriculture. Regardless, the majority of organic acreage in Yolo
County is dedicated to tree, fruit and field crops. Mixed organic vegetable production is important to
the Capay Valley, but the majority of organic acreage is located in other regions of Yolo County.

Future agricultural change
Agriculture in Yolo County will continue to change. It is impossible to anticipate fully what
commodities Yolo County farmers will choose to produce in the future. Regardless of the future
commodities grown in Yolo County, the two datasets developed as part of this project will help Yolo
County land use decision makers.
The field level agricultural production dataset document how agricultural production changes across
the county and over time. The dataset will also enable the monitoring of commodity production
within individual regions and along urban limit lines.
With Developed Land Footprint data, Yolo County is the first county in the state to gain the ability to
measure land parcelization and agricultural production with the same degree of accuracy. No other
spatial dataset measures non-agricultural land use in rural areas that occurs on less than 10 acres.
The two datasets in this report will prove valuable for decision makers in developing Yolo County
land use policy.
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Introduction - Yolo County agriculture
Every five years the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) produces the Census of
Agriculture. The latest Census of Agriculture was published in February 2009 and was conducted
in 2007. The Census of Agriculture is the best source of data for comparing how a county ranks in
comparison to other counties in a state according to specific agricultural characteristics.
The Census of Agriculture reported Yolo County contained 983 farms based on the definition that
a farm is an agricultural enterprise with at least $1,000 in sales. The average size of a Yolo County
farm was 488 acres, with a median of 60 acres. The low median indicates there are a large number
of small farms in Yolo County.

Table 1: Number of farms, average farm size in acres and median farm size in acres,
Yolo County, 2007
Number of Farms
Average size of farm, acres
Median size of farm, acres
		

983
488
60

Source: 2007 Census of Agriculture

Every five years, the Census of Agriculture reports the number of farms by six acreage
classifications. In comparison, to all of California, Yolo has fewer farms of less than nine acres and
more farms of greater than 1,000 acres in size. Table 2 compares Yolo County and all California
farms by size..

Table 2: Yolo County and California farms by size, 2007
Farms by size:
1 to 9 acres
10 to 49 acres
50 to 179 acres
180 to 499 acres
500 to 999 acres
1,000 acres or more
		

Yolo (%)

California (%)

15
32
21
15
7
11

Source: 2007 Census of Agriculture
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31
35
16
9
4
5

Yolo County has a higher percentage of farms with gross sales greater than $100,000 than all of
California.

Table 3: Yolo County and California farms by value of sales
Farms by value of sales
Less than $2,500
$2,500 to $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 to $24,999
$25,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 or more
			

Yolo (%)
28
7
8
12
10
7
28

CA (%)
30
8
9
13
9
8
23

Source: 2007 Census of Agriculture

Yolo County ranked 21st among California counties in terms of value of sales according to the
2007 Census of Agriculture. The average and median values of sales for all of California were $605
million and $240 million respectively. The wide spread between the average and median mean
there were a large number of California counties with value of sales less than the average of $605
million.

Table 4: Rank of California counties by value of sales, 2007
Rank ($ millions)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
21

			

County
Fresno
Tulare
Kern
Merced
Monterey
Stanislaus
San Joaquin
Kings
Ventura
Imperial
Yolo
California
Average
Median

Value of Sales
3,731
3,335
3,204
2,330
2,178
1,821
1,564
1,358
1,316
1,290
384*
33,885
605
240

Source: 2007 Census of Agriculture
*The value of sales as reported by the USDA Census of Agriculture for the year 2007.
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The Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) within the California Department of
Conservation produces periodic reports on changes in farmland and urban development. The most
recent FMMP report, 2006, classifies all of Yolo County into one of nine land classifications and
measures the number acres found in each classification. FMMP does not map any area that is less
than ten acres in size, therefore most rural land development is not covered in this dataset. FMMP
land classification definitions are presented in Appendix A. Table 5 contains the total acreage for
each FMMP land classification for Yolo County in 2006. Figure 1 presents the spatial distribution of
FMMP land use classifications for 2006.

Table 5: Farmland mapping and monitoring land classifications for Yolo County, 2006
FMMP Classification
Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Potential
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total
			

Acres
257,892
16,989
50,198
43,213
21,958
150,338
29,341
75,705
7,815
653,449

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006

There is a small discrepancy between the total acreage in the FMMP data and the data
created for this report. The difference is accredited to the methodology used to produce the
agricultural acreage report in the report which does not include land used for roads and other
non-agricultural uses rural areas.
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution of FMMP land use classifications, Yolo County, 2006
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Digital snapshot of Yolo County agriculture
This report is based upon a detailed digital crop mapping exercise, funded by the Sacramento Area
Council of Governments, conducted during the summer of 2008. Over the course of the summer
of 2008, a team of geographical information specialists developed a field level Geographical
Information System (GIS) that modeled the size of every field in Yolo County. The agricultural
production in all visible fields was then documented and added to the GIS. The end result is a
measure of the number of acres in production of each specific commodity found in Yolo County and
a precise measure of the location of each field.
The mapping exercise produced a snapshot of Yolo County agricultural production for the summer
of 2008. Figure 2 shows the results of the Yolo County Agricultural Mapping project. In the figure,
clusters of agricultural production in specific commodities are visible. The agricultural data in
combination with soil, roads, and interviews are used to define the agricultural regions of Yolo
County.

Figure 2: Yolo County agricultural land use

Legend
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County
The Sharpening the Focus of Yolo County Land Use Policy report learns from current Yolo County
agricultural land use patterns. The report divides Yolo County into 16 regions based upon the
commodity production found in each region, soil type and the density of developed land footprints.
Agricultural Regions of Yolo County
The regions are presented from East to West across Yolo County throughout this report.

Clarksburg
Elkhorn
Yolo Bypass
Yolo Basin
Conway
Yolo East
River Garden
Davis
Monument Hills
Dunnigan Hills
Yolo West
Colusa Basin
Hungry Hollow
Winters
Blue Ridges
Capay Valley
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Figure 3: Agricultural regions of Yolo County
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Figure 4: Yolo County agricultural regions with crop map

Legend

Sources: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Table 6 presents the acres in agricultural production and the value of agricultural production for
each region for Yolo County for the year 2008. The Blue Ridge region is the largest area covering
over 166,000 acres. The region the Yolo East produces the highest level of agricultural value
with $180 million. Other important regions in terms of value of agricultural production creation are
Clarksburg, Yolo West and the River Garden regions.

Table 6: Acres of agricultural production and agricultural value by region, Yolo
County, 2008

Clarksburg
Elkhorn
Yolo Bypass
Yolo Basin
Conway
Yolo East
River Garden
Davis
Monument Hills
Dunnigan Hills
Yolo West
Colusa Basin
Hungry Hollow
Winters
Blue Ridge
Capay Valley
All of Yolo

Acres
Total Acres Percent
31,784
5
11,286
2
60,925
10
12,617
2
12,775
2
69,197
12
39,492
7
4,017
1
5,692
1
51,831
9
41,925
7
18,980
3
17,757
3
6,427
1
166,178
29
27,423
5
578,304

Value ($ millions)
Total Value
Percent
102
19
12
2
35
6
17
3
9
2
111
21
55
10
2
0
5
1
22
4
61
11
33
6
22
4
8
2
17
3
23
4
535

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner Report, 2009
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Using the Agricultural Regions
Developing land use policies based on the agricultural regions presented in this report should occur
with lengthy input from agricultural producers. Yolo County agricultural producers are concerned if
all Ag is not treated as equal, then it will be easier for land development to occur. The County and
agricultural industry should work together to minimize the concerns of the agricultural community.
Today and for the foreseeable future, people will continue their willingness to pay a premium to live
in lower densely populated areas. As long the willingness to pay a premium to live away from other
people exists, Yolo County agricultural land will be a target for low density development. At the
same time, selling agricultural land for development is lucrative for the land owner. The fact certain
individuals are willing to pay a premium to live in a low population dense environment and some
rural land owners are willing to make land available at the premium price could create a situation
where land in Yolo County is highly sought after for development.
The challenge for the Yolo County land use policy makers will be how to construct land use policies
that allow the population of Yolo County to grow, while the viability of agriculture is maintained.
Meeting the demands for housing in Yolo County and the spatial requirements for agriculture require
more complex agricultural land use policies.
Yolo County needs to develop agricultural land-use policies based upon the type of agricultural
production occurring in each region. However, it may be in the best interest of Yolo County to
slowly develop agricultural land-use policies. The point of slowly developing policies is it would
allow agricultural landowners in producers to provide adequate feedback into the process of policy
development.
Yolo County may want to develop new agricultural land use policies in a multistage process. Stage
1 would develop land use policies for three areas: Capay Valley, Clarksburg and the rest of rural
Yolo County. Stage 2 would then develop land use policies for other regions in Yolo County based
on maintaining the agricultural viability of the region.

Stage 1: Capay Valley, Clarksburg and Rural Yolo County
The Capay Valley and Clarksburg regions have distinguished themselves from the agricultural
production found in other areas of Yolo County. Stage I of agricultural land-use policy development
could be defined three agricultural regions. Region one: Capay Valley, region two: Clarksburg and
region three: the rest of Yolo County.
Guidelines for policy development for the Capay Valley and Clarksburg Regions
•
•
•
•

Develop policies to streamline the establishment of agri-tourism support services in these
regions
Investigate small scale processing in these regions to support the development of individual
labels or pool their production for value added marketing.
Maintain space for other agricultural land uses in each region
Agri-tourism will not involve all agricultural land each region
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Policies for other regions
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a basic set of policies for all agricultural land outside of the Capay Valley and
Clarksburg
Maintain land in agricultural production
Monitor the DLF ratio for each region
Concentrate DLF growth into regions with low DLF ratios
Monitor the size of parcels at the agricultural-urban edge
- Small parcels will make it more difficult for commercial row crop production, but 		
attractive to tree crop production
- Large parcels are attractive to row crop production and large scale developers

Policy Guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with agricultural producers to develop policies
More complex policies require better information to base the policies upon
Zoning is important, but monitoring parcelization needs to be added to policies
Locate urban expansion away from land supporting key agricultural commodity production
The loss of agricultural land to habitat and regional water use will limit the direction of future
urban development and limit the viably of agriculture by taking land out of production
Develop policies that include room for future urban development by sacrificing some areas to
urban development and low density rural housing.

Stage 2: Slowly develop more regionally focused land use
policies
Policy guidelines for other regions in Yolo County based upon current agricultural land use in each region.
The type of agricultural land use in each region will need to be reviewed during policy development.
Clarksburg
Elkhorn
Yolo Bypass
Yolo Basin
Conway
Yolo East
River Garden
Davis
Monument Hills
Dunnigan Hills
Yolo West
Colusa Basin
Hungry Hollow
Winters
Blue Ridge
Capay Valley

Agri-tourism, wine grape and field crop production
Combination of large parcels for commodity agriculture and smaller
parcels for small scale production
Focus habitat creation
Protect from Davis growth, similar land use as Yolo East
Focus habitat creation, expansion area for Woodland
Larger parcels, monitor DLF ratio
Large parcels
Target for low density rural housing
Target for low density rural housing
Large Parcels, water constraints for development
Larger parcels, monitor DLF ratio
Limit expansion of Zamora and Dunnigan
Large parcels, water constraints for development
Monitor DLF ratio
Maintain large parcels
Agri-tourism, organic vegetable and orchard crop production
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Yolo County - developed land footprint
Rural land parcelization is a central concern of agricultural producers and county officials.
Agricultural producers fear parcelization because it decreases the number and size of fields
available for agricultural production. At the same time, county officials do not have an accurate
measure of parcelization beyond county zoning regulations. In this section, a new measure of
parcelization is presented that quantifies the number of acres occupied by developed land in rural
Yolo County.
Throughout rural Yolo County, there are numerous areas where homes, barns and other
outbuildings have been constructed through the years. Typically, rural structures are located in close
proximity to each other within a parcel. Historically, the house and barns were located close to each
other to maximize the amount of land in agricultural production. The entire area that contains the
home, barn and other structures has been historically referred to as a farmstead.
Today, rural Yolo County contains more than farmsteads. Outside of the incorporated areas
businesses, single-family homes, equestrian centers and traditional farmsteads with large
agricultural shops are common. Because of the diversity of buildings and operations found in
current rural Yolo County, the area that contains buildings will be referred to as the Developed Land
Footprint (DLF).
DLFs are an important part of the landscape of rural Yolo County. As DLFs increase in number or in
size, the quantity of acres available for agricultural will decrease. Similarly, the densities of DLFs are
not the same throughout rural Yolo County. Driving through rural Yolo County, it is apparent some
areas of the county have much higher numbers of DLFs than other areas.
Agricultural producers have incorporated DLFs into their decisions to plant specific commodities
in specific locations. Through better understanding of the number of DLFs and the agricultural
production in specific regions of Yolo County, the impact of rural parcelization upon agriculture can
be better understood, especially through time.
DLFs can best be understood through an example. Figure 5 shows the intersection of Russell Blvd
and CR 93A east of Winters. In this image, three DLFs are clearly visible. All three DLFs are in
compliance to county zoning regulations and are too small to appear on any other spatial data set.
This report quantifies the DLFs by drawing a box over the entire DLF area. thus quantifying the DLF.
Figure 6 shows the quantified DLFs that were visible in Image 1. Quantifying the size of the DLF will
also measure the percentage of the legal land parcel covered by the DLF.
Before the percentage of land occupied by DLFs can be explained, the rural landscape in Yolo
County without DLFs needs to be presented. All of the DLF information is computed based
upon the size of legal land parcels. Table 7 contains information on the number, total acreage
and average parcel acreage for each of the Yolo County regions. It is not surprising the areas
with the largest land zoning requirements, Blue Ridge, Yolo Bypass and Dunnigan Hills have the
largest average parcel size. Likewise, Davis and Monument Hills are both areas with the highest
percentage of areas zoned for rural residences and have the smallest average parcel acreage.
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Figure 5: Three developed land footprints at the intersection of Russell Blvd and
County Road 93 A, Yolo County, 2008

Figure 6: Three quantified developed land footprints at the intersection of Russell
Blvd and County Road 93 A, Yolo County, 2008
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Table 7: Number of land parcels, total acreage and average parcel acreage for land
within each region of Yolo County, 2008
Region

Number of
parcels

Acreage

Average parcel
acreage

Clarksburg

975

36,514

37

Elkhorn

216

12,294

57

Yolo Bypass

369

67,162

182

Yolo Basin

176

13,384

76

Conway

138

13,235

96

2,073

74,198

36

River Garden

218

41,948

92

Davis

276

4,168

15

Yolo East

Monument Hills

870

6,707

8

Dunnigan Hills

445

55,870

126

Yolo West

663

43,860

66

Colusa Basin

796

20,579

26

Hungry Hollow

171

18,830

110

Winters

234

7,207

31

Blue Ridge
Capay Valley
All of Yolo

821

166,877

203

1,841

29,568

16

10,282

612,403

60

Rural Yolo County, excluding Capay Valley west of Esparto, contains 3,555 DLFs. Because of the
number of trees and the small parcel size found in Capay Valley, a measure of DLFs for the Capay
Valley was not developed. Table 8 presents the number, size and density of DLFs varies across the
regions of Yolo County. Colusa Basin, which includes the unincorporated towns of Dunnigan and
Zamora, contains the highest number DLFs, while Yolo Basin contains the fewest. Yolo East has
the highest number of acres covered by DLFs because of the large amount of acres devoted to
county utilities, a few large agricultural shops found in this region and a large number of rural home
sites.
The last column of Table 8 presents a measure of rural parcelization that examines the number
of acres not covered DLFs in relation to the number of DLF acres. Land not covered by DLFs is
available for agricultural production. Yolo East has 43 acres available for agricultural production for
every acre of DLF. The Winters region has 19 acres of available agricultural production for every
acre of DLF. Areas with small parcels and high number of DLFs, Dixon and Monument Hills regions,
have very low ratios, 7 and 9 acres, of available agricultural production land for every acre of DLFs.
As new DLFs are created in rural Yolo County, the information presented in Table 8 will change.
Periodically updating the information in Table 8 will allow Yolo County to better understand how new
DLFs and agriculture change across the county and through time.
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The importance of DLFs
Yolo County is the first county in California to have a measure of agricultural land parcelization,
derived from the DLFs presented in this report. The DLFs measure the current level of agricultural
land parcelization and provide Yolo County with a baseline on which to measure parcelization in the
future.
That baseline is “Acres of agricultural production per one acre of development footprint” as
presented in Table 8.
Simply put, this is the ratio of agricultural land to non-agricultural land in a region. This benchmark
may be used for planning purposes, enabling decisions based on a known reference point.
Because this is the first study to use DLFs, the statistical correlation between DLFs and the type of
agricultural production found in a region has not been established. For example, we do not know
what role, if any, the difference in their respective DLF ratios has on the fact that Yolo East, Colusa
Basin and Winters have different amounts of processing tomato production. Maintaining the spatial
data set of DLFs will not be difficult because all future DLF development should be processed
through the Yolo County Planning Department. The Planning Department GIS staff can easily
update the spatial data set as each new DLF is approved.
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Table 8: Number of developed footprints, footprint acreage, percent of region
in developed and acres of agricultural production per one acre of development
footprint within each region of Yolo County, 2008
Number of
footprints

Clarksburg

Acreage in
footprints

Percentage of
region covered
by footprint

Acres of agricultural
production per one
acre of development
footprint

266

487

1.3

65

47

114

0.9

99

8

63

0.1

972

Yolo Basin

18

86

0.6

146

Conway

17

121

0.9

106

Yolo East

418

1,576

2.1

43

Elkhorn
Yolo Bypass

River Garden

20

42

0.1

949

Davis

232

578

13.9

7

Monument Hills

385

653

9.7

9

Dunnigan Hills

111

371

0.7

144

Yolo West

214

691

1.6

60

Colusa Basin

502

823

4.0

23

Hungry Hollow

50

136

0.7

130

151

331

4.6

19

46

204

0.1

816

Capay Valley*

1,070

536

1.8

51

All of Yolo

3,555

6,812

1.1

85

Winters
Blue Ridge

* Capay Valley DLFs were not digitized past Esparto because the edges of a large number of DLFs are not visible due to tree
cover.
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Economic analysis of each agricultural region
Yolo County agriculture changes from East to West and North to South. Historically, reports on
Yolo County agriculture focused on Yolo County agriculture as a whole and have not looked at
how Yolo County agriculture changes across the County. By better understanding the differences
in agricultural production and agricultural economic activity between different regions, agriculture
within Yolo County can be better understood.
In this report, Yolo County agricultural information is presented based upon the specific agriculture
production found within each region. The agricultural economic information for each region will
be presented in four parts. Part one reports the agricultural production found within the specific
region. Part two looks at the spatial distribution of soil and other important natural resources used
in agricultural production. Part three uses the Developed Land Footprint data to better understand
the interactions between agricultural production and land development in each region. And finally
important markets, processors and support industries that maintain the agricultural production within
the region to a market are presented.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Clarksburg
The Clarksburg region is an important agricultural area within Yolo
County and the California Delta. Clarksburg is geographically isolated
from the majority of Yolo County because of its location south of West
Sacramento and proximity to Sacramento County. Agriculturally,
Clarksburg has recently become the center for wine grape production
for the southeastern Yolo and southwestern Sacramento County area.
Historically, the Clarksburg region is a part of the California Delta.
The Clarksburg region, once produced large acreages of pears and
other tree crops grown in the California Delta. Over the past 25 years, tree crop acreage has been
replaced with wine grape as the Clarksburg region become a center for Chardonnay wine grape
production.
While wine grapes are important commodity in the Clarksburg region, the majority of agricultural
acres in the Clarksburg region are utilized for field crop production. The Clarksburg region is
blessed with a combination of prime soils and access to water that allows for the production of many
higher value field crops in the region. Some a leading field crops are alfalfa and seed crops.
Agricultural production
The Clarksburg region historically is a center for agricultural production in Yolo County. The
region has a combination of wine grapes and field crop production. Table 9 presents the top five
agricultural commodities found in the Clarksburg region. The large number of fallow acres could
be the result of agricultural land being left fallow as part of a normal field crop rotation. There is
little land development pressure on the Clarksburg except along the edge of West Sacramento. As
visible in figure 7, the wine grape production is located on the eastern side of Clarksburg region,
with the field crop production being produced on the western side of the region.

Table 9: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Clarksburg region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres

Value ($ million)

Grapes, Wine

9,030

31.6

Alfalfa Hay

8,743

11.3

Wheat

4,099

2.1

Safflower

2,417

1.2

Fallow

1,350

0.0

Sum of Others

6,144

56.0

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Clarksburg - Spatial distribution
Figure 7 presents the spatial distribution of agricultural production and developed land footprints for
the Clarksburg region. Wine grape production is located south of the city of Clarksburg and along
Jefferson Blvd. Western Clarksburg is primarily in field crop production with some specialized seed
crop production scattered amongst the field crops.

Figure 7: Clarksburg region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, California, 2008
River Rd.

Jefferson Blvd.

Legend

Developed Land Footprint
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Spatial distribution of natural resources
Over 76 percent of the Clarksburg region is comprised of prime farmland. The land between the
Sacramento River and the Sacramento deep-water channel that forms Clarksburg is a combination
of rich sandy and sandy clay loam soils. Table 10 presents the FMMP soil classifications for the
Clarksburg region. The Clarksburg region contains 11 percent of the prime farmland and 20 percent
of the farmland of statewide importance found in Yolo County.

Table 10: FMMP farmland classifications for the Clarksburg Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region

Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

28,720

76.7

11.1

3,493

9.3

20.6

Unique Farmland

414

1.1

0.8

Farmland of Local Importance

456

1.2

1.1

Farmland of Local Potential

988

2.6

4.5

Farmland of Statewide Importance

Grazing Land

26

0.1

0.0

Urban and Built-Up Land

298

0.8

1.0

Other Land

874

2.3

1.2

Water

2,160

5.8

27.6

Total

37,430

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Clarksburg - Developed land footprint
Clarksburg has a unique developed land footprint. Historically, farm houses were built up against
the levees and along River Road. The placement of homes and outbuildings at the edge of parcels
created long and thin farmable parcels. Figure 8 shows the majority of DLFs in Clarksburg are
located along River Road or next to Jefferson Boulevard or other levees in the Clarksburg region.
Clarksburg has a low DLF ratio of 65.

Figure
land footprint and
FMMP soil classifications
Clarksburg
8: Developed
ǣ
 for


region,
Yolo
County,
2008
ǡʹͲͲͺ
River Rd.

Jefferson Blvd.

 ǣ ǡʹͲͲ  ǡ
Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring, 2006 and Agricultural Issues Center, 2009
ʹͲͲͻ
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Clarksburg - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Clarksburg region relies upon agricultural support services located in West Sacramento and
from across the river in southwestern Sacramento County. Field crop producers in the Clarksburg
region must access fertilizers and other important inputs from either West Sacramento or from
across the river in Sacramento County.
The major exception to this is the wine grape crushing capacity of the Clarksburg region.
Clarksburg based wineries have a capacity to crush many times the grape tonnage produced within
the Clarksburg region. The majority of grapes grown in the Clarksburg region are shipped out of
the region to be processed by other wineries. The Clarksburg region has a reputation for producing
high quality Chardonnay grapes which other wineries use to produce high-end Chardonnay wines.
The field crop producers sell their products through markets located either in West Sacramento or
in Galt or Lodi. The Freeport Bridge and Jefferson Boulevard along with River Road are important
transportation corridors for all agricultural production in the Clarksburg region.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Elkhorn
The Elkhorn region is a long thin region sandwiched between the
Sacramento River and the Yolo bypass. This region is home to a
surprising variety of agricultural production because of the excellent
soils and access to water found in this region. Elkhorn region contains
field crop production, tree crop and high-value vegetable production.
While the Capay Valley is more famous for high-value vegetable
production the Elkhorn region is an important source of vegetables
for the city of Sacramento. The Elkhorn region contains elements of
agricultural production found in Yolo East, Winters and the Capay
Valley.
Agricultural production
Field crops such as wheat, alfalfa and processing tomatoes are the leading agricultural commodities
grown in the region in terms of acreage. However, Elkhorn has the second highest percentage of
land, or 18 percent of the walnut production found in Yolo County. The soils found in the Elkhorn
region are particularly deep and in some specific locations they are excellent locations for walnut
production.
Table 11 presents the top five agricultural commodities grown in the Elkhorn region in terms of
acreage. High-value vegetable crop production does not make the top five, but is an important part
of agricultural production in the Elkhorn region. Because of the proximity to Sacramento, many of
the high-value vegetable crops grown in the Elkhorn region are consumed in the city of Sacramento
and surrounding urban area.

Table 11: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Elkhorn region, Yolo
County, 2008

Wheat
Walnuts
Alfalfa Hay
Fallow
Processing Tomatoes
Sum of Others

Acres
3,747
2,253
1,387
881
878
2,141

Value ($ million)
1.9
4.1
1.8
2.5
1.8

MapFigure X: Elkhorn region agricultural production and developed land footprints, Yolo County,
2008
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Elkhorn - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 9: Elkhorn region agricultural production and developed land footprints, Yolo
County, 2008

Legend

County Road 117

I-5
Old River Rd.

Developed Land Footprint
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The majority of the Elkhorn region is composed of prime farmland. In fact, only three percent of the
region is classified as something other than prime farmland, other land, or water. Figure 10 shows
the prime farmland and other soil characteristics as classified by FMMP. The predominance of the
prime farmland is clearly visible.

Table 12: FMMP farmland classifications for the Elkhorn Region, Yolo County, 2008

Acres in
region

Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Potential
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

Regional
composition
(percent)

11,559
51
79
23
234
0
674
858
13,477

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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85.8
0.4
0.6
0.2
1.7
0.0
0.0
5.0
6.4

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)
4.5
0.3
0.2
0.1
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.9
11.0

Elkhorn - Developed land footprint
The DLFs of the Elkhorn region are located primarily along rRiver Road. Little land development is
found on the western side of the Elkhorn region. The DLF ratio for Elkhorn is 99.

Figure 10: Elkhorn - spatial distribution of natural resources
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Elkhorn - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Elkhorn regions supplies commodities to walnut, row crop and specialty organic vegetable
markets. The walnut and row crop commodities produced in the Elkhorn region are closely aligned
to the production found in Yolo East, Winters and the Capay Valley.
Because of the proximity to Sacramento, the walnuts produced in the Elkhorn region are sold
to processors in both Winters and Sacramento. Likewise, the organic vegetable production in
the Elkhorn region is sold into the Sacramento region as CSA boxes and into Sacramento area
restaurants.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Yolo Bypass
The Yolo Bypass is a vital part of the flood protection program for the
Sacramento metropolitan region. Agricultural production does occur
but is dependent upon flooding. During some years high value field
crops are produced in the Yolo Bypass while, other years, rice and
pasture are the only agricultural land uses found in the Yolo Bypass.
A large number of acres in the Yolo Bypass are in permanent habitat.
The Yolo Bypass is defined as a region larger than the levee walls.
The land use of pasture and rice production continues on both sides
of the levee between the bypass and the area traditionally known as
the Conway region.
Agricultural production
Behind the habitat area visible from I-80 are a large number of acres in agricultural production. The
southern end of the Yolo Bypass contains a large amount of pasture land. Between I-5 and I-80,
a combination of rice and land use for habitat are the major agricultural land uses, while at the
northern end of the yield bypass, a combination of pasture land rice and other field crops are found.
The idea that the bypass is only habitat and a flood plain overlooks the current usage of land in the
Yolo Bypass.

Table 13: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Yolo Bypass region, Yolo
County, 2008

Pasture
Habitat
Rice
Rice, Wild
Fallow
Sum of Others

Acres
18,362
16,379
7,741
4,620
2,742
2,642

Value ($ millions)
1.2
14.9
6.1
1.4

Source: AIC, 2008 and 2009, Yolo County Agricultural Commissioner’s Report, 2009
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Yolo Bypass - - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 11: Yolo Bypass region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008

Legend

Developed Land Footprint
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Table 14 shows the area is dominated by unique farmland. The soils can support field crop
production, especially as part of rice rotation, but it depends on the yearly flood season.

Table 14: FMMP farmland classifications for the Yolo Bypass Region, Yolo County,
2008

Acres in
region
Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Potential
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

8,193

12.4

3.2

247

0.4

1.5

25,227

38.1

50.3

290

0.4

0.7

1,230

1.9

5.6

13,865

21.0

9.2

712

1.1

2.4

15,420

23.3

20.4

973

1.5

12.5

66,158

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Yolo Bypass - Developed land footprint
The majority of the Yolo Bypass region is a flood plain so building is forbidden. The few buildings in
the region are beyond the yearly flood plain. The Yolo Bypass has the second highest DLF ratio at
972.

Figure 12: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Yolo Bypass
region, Yolo County, 2008

I-5

I-80
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Yolo Bypass - Important markets, processors and support
industries
Rice production and pasture are the two leading sources of agricultural revenue for the Yolo Bypass.
Rice produced in the Yolo Bypass is linked to the intenational rice market through tthe rice dryers
and mills found in both Yolo and Sutter counties. However, agricultural production in the Yolo Bypass
is secondary to using the Yolo Bypass as an area for flood control and in places, wildlife habitat.
The Yolo Bypass is one of the leading rice production regions in Yolo County, but the rice planting is
only considered after the Bypass has dried up from the spring floods. The actual number of acres of
rice produced in the Yolo Bypass varies from year to year depending on the level of water passed
through the Yolo Bypass. A large percentage of the rice planted in the Yolo Bypass along I-80 is wild
rice that can be planted later than the hybrid rice grown in the River Garden region.
Wildlife habitat has recently become a major land use in the Yolo Bypass region.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Yolo Basin
The Yolo Basin a pocket of agricultural production south of I-80 and
between the southeastern edge of Davis and the Yolo Bypass. The
area is primarily used in a field crop rotation that uses both alfalfa and
processing tomatoes. There are a large number of organic processing
tomatoes grown in this area.
Yolo Basin shares two edges with the City of Davis. Any expansion of
Davis to the southeast would decrease the size of the Yolo Basin.
Agricultural production
The Yolo Basin is a combination of the row crop rotations found in the Yolo East and Yolo West
regions. Alfalfa and processing tomatoes are both important to the region. Pasture land is found
on the southern end of this region
Yolo Basin agricultural production is part of the agricultural system of northeastern Solano County.
Moving from north tho south within Yolo Basin, field crop production slowly changes into pasture
land.
The region is also home to a Campbell’s Soup tomato research center.

Table 15: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Yolo Basin region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres
Alfalfa Hay
Pasture

2,923

Value
($ millions)
3.8

2,157

0.1

Processing Tomatoes

1,711

4.8

Wheat

1,403

0.7

906

1.7

3,517

6.2

Rice
Sum of Others

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural
Commissioner Report, 2009
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Yolo Basin - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 13: Yolo Basin region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008 production
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Prime farmland is the leading FMMP soil classification for the Yolo Basin region. The region is
comprised of 11 percent unique farmland. Yolo basin has excellent soils to the north that slowly
decline in quality as you move south and east

Table 16: FMMP farmland classifications for the Yolo Basin Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

10,698

77.9

4.1

0.0

0.0

1,570

11.4

3.1

0.0

0.0

Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Potential

612

4.5

2.8

Grazing Land

207

1.5

0.1

77

0.6

0.3

561

4.1

0.7

0.0

0.0

Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

13,726

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Yolo Basin - Developed land footprint
There are few DLFs in the Yolo Basin region. The region is predominantly in field crop production.
Any expansion of the City of Davis to the southeast will decrease the number of acres in field crop
production. As a result, the Yolo Basin will more closely resemble the Yolo Bypass. The Yolo Basin
has a DLF ratio of 146.

Figure 14: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Yolo Basin
region, Yolo County, 2008:
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Yolo Basin -Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Yolo Basin is dependent on the same markets, processors and support industries as the Yolo
East and Yolo West region. The processing tomatoes are produced under contract with tomato
processors in Dixon, Woodland and Williams. The region is able to access support industries in
West Sacramento and Woodland.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Conway
.
The Conway region is named after the historically important Conway
Ranch livestock operation in eastern Yolo County. Today, livestock
production is still found in the Conway region but the majority of the
former Conway Ranch has been annexed by the city of Woodland.
The Conway region, as defined in this report, contains areas that have
been incorporated into Woodland, but currently not developed.
Pole Line road forms the western edge of the Conway region between
the towns of Woodland and Davis. As the town of Woodland has
grown to the south, most of the growth has been on lands on the western side of Pole Line Road.
Because of the lower quality soils and issues around access to water, agricultural production in the
Conway region has remained stable.
Agricultural production
The Conway region is not blessed with a large number of prime soils. The quality of soil, and
issues around water have maintained pasture as the dominant agricultural land use in the Conway
region. On the western side of Conway region there are a large number of acres used in at alfalfabased row crop rotation. The region typically does not have the quality of soil needed to support a
processing tomato row crop rotation.

Table 17: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Conway region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres

Value ($ milions)

Pasture

3,268

0.2

Wheat

2,376

1.2

Alfalfa Hay

2,332

3.0

Safflower

1,053

0.5

Fallow

1,020

0.0

Sum of Others

2,726

3.9

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner Report, 2009
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Conway - Spatial distribution
Figure 15: Conway region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008
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Table 18: FMMP farmland classifications for the Conway Region, Yolo County, 2008
Acres in
region

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

Prime Farmland

7,098

49.9

2.8

Farmland of Statewide Importance

2,549

17.9

15.0

989

7.0

2.0

Farmland of Local Potential

393

2.8

1.8

Grazing Land

765

5.4

0.5

Urban and Built-Up Land

857

6.0

2.9

1,565

11.0

2.1

Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance

Other Land
Water
Total

14,216

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006

Soil characteristic of the Conway region are a combination of the soils found in Yolo East and Yolo
Bypass regions. The majority of the region is prime farmland.
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Conway - Developed land footprint
The majority of the DLFs in the Conway region are predominantly used for the Yolo county landfill
and other utilities. Most of the developed land along Pole Line road is located on the western side
of the road and is not part of the Conway Region. Conway has DLF ratio of 106.

Figure 16: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Conway region,
Yolo County 2008
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Conway - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The agricultural production in the Conway region shares characteristics with the production found
in the Yolo Bypass and Yolo West regions. The Conway region is not large enough to support a
unique agricultural industry. In fact, the Conway region can be thought as a buffer region between
Woodland, Davis, Yolo East, and the Yolo Bypass.
The alfalfa produced in the Conway region is sold as part of the alfalfa production found in the Yolo
West region. There are a few acres of processing tomatoes found in the Conway region but those
acres are used as part of the processing tomato rotation found in Yolo East. The pasture land used
for grazing beef cattle in the Conway region is part of the acreage that supports the beef cattle
industry centered in the Blue Ridge region.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Yolo East
Yolo County agriculture identifies itself as a processing tomato
producing county. The majority of of processing tomato production in
Yolo County occurs in the Yolo East region. Yolo East covers almost
70,000 acres, of which around 30 percent are used in processing
tomato production each year. The majority of the rest of the area,
except for the land used in tree crop production, is primarily used in
row crop production and rotated into processing tomatoes every few
years. The farmland in this region is used as part of the rotation that
historically has produced around 25 thousand acres of processing
tomatoes a year.
The city of Woodland is located in the center of Yolo East and servers as the center for agricultural
support industries and processing for the Yolo East region. While the town of Woodland is crucial
to the processing tomato industry, any growth in Woodland, with the exception of the southeast,
will decrease the size of the Yolo East region. Any growth in the City of Davis to the north will also
decrease the number of acres available for processing tomato production.
Yolo East is a center of agricultural production for Yolo County.
Agricultural production
It is impossible to talk about agricultural production in Yolo East and not talk about processing
tomatoes. Figure 17 shows the spatial distribution of agricultural production in Yolo East and the
dominance of processing tomatoes is easy to see. In reality, the land in Figure 17 that is field crop
production could be used for processing tomato production any given year. Processing tomatoes
are typically rotated on a single field every few years with corn, wheat, safflower, sunflower and
alfalfa planted on the parcel to prepare the soil for processing tomato production.
Even in an area dominated by process tomato and row crop production, tree nuts are important
to Yolo East. Recently, the Yolo East region has seen an increase in the number of acres used in
growing Almonds and Walnuts. The soils in parts of Yolo East are very well suited for tree crop
production.

Table 19: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Yolo East region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres

Value ($millions)

Processing Tomatoes

19,239

53.8

Alfalfa Hay

12,449

16.1

Wheat

11,166

5.7

Sunflower Seed

5,592

5.1

Walnuts

2,298

4.2

16,935

23.4

Sum of Others

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner Report, 2009
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Yolo East - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 17: Yolo East region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008
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Yolo East is comprised of 86 percent prime farmland and almost six percent urban or other land.
Yolo East contains some of the best agricultural soils found in the United States.

Table 20: FMMP farmland classifications for the Yolo East Region, Yolo County, 2008
Acres in
region
Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

66,260

86.0

25.7

Farmland of Statewide
Importance

1,202

1.6

7.1

Unique Farmland

2,854

3.7

5.7

Farmland of Local Importance

529

0.7

1.2

Farmland of Local Potential

733

1.0

3.3

Grazing Land

372

0.5

0.2

Urban and Built-Up Land

2,495

3.2

8.5

Other Land

1,946

2.5

2.6

650

0.8

8.3

Water
Total

77,041

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Yolo East - Developed land footprint
Yolo East contains a large number of DLFs. Most DLFs are on parcels that contain agricultural row
crop or tree crop production. As stated earlier in this report, it is impossible to separate the DLFs
used to support agricultural production from the DLFs used strictly as a rural residences.
The Yolo East region has a ratio of agricultural land to DLF of 43. The sister region to Yolo East,
Yolo West ,has a ratio of 60. Likewise, the neighboring Colusa Basin region, an area with little row
crop production has a ratio of 23. The Yolo East region is almost exactly half way between the Yolo
West and Colusa Basin ratios.

Figure 18: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Yolo East
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Yolo East - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The most important agricultural industry for Yolo East is the processing tomato industry. The
tomatoes grown in Yolo East are shipped throughout California to processors located up and down
the Central Valley. However, the processing tomato centers based in Woodland, Williams, and Dixon
use the majority of the processing tomatoes grown in Yolo East.
Yolo East is more than simply processing tomatoes. The land used in processing tomatoes is
rotated through field crop rotation that comprises wheat, corn, safflower, sunflower, and other row
crops on any given year. Yolo East contains the majority of agricultural acres used in row crop
production in Yolo County.
Recently, almonds and walnuts have been established in the Yolo East region. In areas where soils
are available that support orchard production and access to water is available, producers have been
planting permanent orchard crops on lands that were once used as part of the processing tomato
field rotation. This transition is a natural part of agricultural production. As the number of acres used
in tree crop productions increase, it cannot be expected that the tomato processing reduction will
expand into areas with poor soils. Therefore, it can be expected that over time as orchard crop
acreage expands the total number of acres planted to processing tomatoes will decline.
The processing tomato field crop rotation found in Yolo East supports a large number of agricultural
support industries found in the city of Woodland. The agricultural production in this region supports
agricultural welders, chemical suppliers, tractor dealers, and other support industries which are
based within the city limits of Woodland.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - River Garden
River Garden is a flood plain region that is used almost 100 percent
for a field crop rotation based on rice. The area contains large parcels,
good access to water and little interaction with non agricultural land
uses. Recently, a large amount of land in the River garden area has
been converted from agricultural production into wildlife habitat.
The conversion of agricultural land to habitat creates a situation
where wildlife roams off of the land designated as habitat and onto
agricultural land to access food. This creates situations where the value
of agricultural production on land surrounding habitats is decreased
considerably.
Agricultural production
The agricultural production found in River Garden shares many characteristics with agricultural
production located in the Sutter Basin. Agricultural production in River garden is a combination
of rice with a few acres used in a processing tomato rotation consisting of processing tomatoes,
sunflower, and alfalfa.
Because the River Garden are shares borders with both Colusa and Sutter Counties, River Garden
is farmed by producers based in Yolo, Sutter, and Colusa counties. The River Garden region is
important to agricultural economic activities of all three counties.
The River Garden region is primarily used for rice production. Occasionally, field crops are planted
in rotation with the rice land but the majority of the land is used in a permanent rice rotation. The
field crops are introduced into the rice rotation when the prices of field crops are high enough to
make a profitable addition to the rice rotation.
Recently, habitat has been established on almost 5,000 acres of the River Garden region. Because
of the large amount of land used in rice production in the region, the River Garden region is an
attractive place to establish waterfowl habitat.

Table 21: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, River Garden region,
Yolo County, 2008
Acres
Rice

Value (% millions)

17,525

33.7

Habitat

4,881

-

Processing Tomatoes

3,009

8.4

Sunflower Seed

2,802

2.6

Alfalfa Hay

2,357

3.1

Sum of Others

8,919

7.7

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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River Garden - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 19: River Garden region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
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The River Garden region contains a large amount of prime farmland. This land is primarily used
for rice and field crop production. Along the levee that surrounds most of the River Garden region,
lesser quality soils are found.

Table 22: FMMP farmland classifications for the River Garden region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in region

Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

32,802

76.1

12.7

Farmland of Statewide
Importance

2,134

5.0

12.6

Unique Farmland

5,282

12.3

10.5

Farmland of Local
Importance

1

0.0

0.0

Farmland of Local
Potential

316

0.7

1.4

Grazing Land

532

1.2

0.4

13

0.0

0.0

479

1.1

0.6

Water

1,520

3.5

19.4

Total

43,079

Urban and Built-Up
Land
Other Land

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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River Garden - Developed land footprint
The River Garden region is part of a floodplain and is unsuitable for development. Therefore the
River Garden region has almost no developed land footprints. The DLF ratio for River Garden is
949.

Figure 20: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for River Garden
region, Yolo County, 2008
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River Garden - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The cities of Knights Landing and Woodland are both locations that support the agricultural
production found in the River Garden area. The land of the River Garden region produces
commodities that are processed in Yolo, Sutter, and Colusa counties. Therefore, the support
industries located in Yuba City, Woodland and Williams are all used to support the agricultural
production found in River Garden region.
The dominant commodity in the River Garden region is rice. The rice produced in the region is
processed at dryers located in Yolo and in Sutter County. Processing tomatoes are processed in
Williams and and Woodland.
Road access is an important issue in the River garden area. The roads in the River Garden region
are used primarily for agricultural purposes. Therefore the roads are narrow and poorly maintained.
There are many acres in the River garden area that are not accessible via county roads. Producers
must access the land by driving between fields or across levees.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Davis
The Davis region contains a combination of agricultural and rural
residential land uses. The Davis Region contains one of the two areas
in rural Yolo zoned for rural residences. As a result, the area contains
a large number of DLFs and a low value of agricultural value.
The large number of small parcels and the high percentage of legal
land parcels covered by DLFs make the majority of the Davis region
unsuitable for commodity agricultural production. The exception to this
are the few acres of field crop production located next to the Davis city
limit line.
Agricultural production
The majority of a land use in the Davis region could not be classified as one of the other agricultural
land uses classifications in this report. The majority of the land in Davis region is used as large
lot rural residential home sites. The majority of the area is not used for agricultural production as
identified in other regions of Yolo.
The Davis region is home to several equestrian farms. The legal land parcels are small compared to
parcels used for field crop production, but provide sufficient land for a house, horse barn and a few
paddocks to excise or keep equine. Data on the value of agricultural production generated on equine
acreage is not available.
Field crop acreage surrounds the rural residential parcels and separates the City of Davis from the
equine and rural residential parcels found in the Dixon region.

Table 23: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Davis region, Yolo
County, 2008
Other
Equine
Alfalfa Hay
Wheat
Hay, Grain
Sum of Others

Acres
2,000
533
476
221
200
588

Value
0.6
0.1
0.1
0.9

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Davis - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 21: Davis region agricultural production and developed land footprints, Yolo
County, 2008
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Even with the high percentage of rural residents, the Davis region contains over two thousand
acres of prime farmland. A large percentage of rural residences do reside on soils classified
something other than prime, but the DLFs bleed into prime farmland from the non-prime farmland
area.

Table 24: FMMP farmland classifications for the Davis Region, Yolo County, 2008
Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

2,045

47.7

0.8

109

2.6

0.6

47

1.1

0.1

Farmland of Local Importance

408

9.5

0.9

Farmland of Local Potential

339

7.9

1.5

47

1.1

0.0

Acres in
region

Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland

Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land

420

9.8

1.4

Other Land

871

20.3

1.2

Water

0.0

Total

4,286

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Davis - Developed land footprint
The Davis region is home to a large number of DLFs. In fact, the Davis region has the lowest ration
of agricultural acres to acres of DLFs of any region in Yolo County with a ratio of 7. The majority of
the Davis region is zoned for rural residential development and most of the DLFs occur on non-prime
farmland. However, Figure 22 shows DLFs are located on non-prime farmland as development
moves towards the city of Davis.

Figure 22: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Davis region,
Yolo County, 2008
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Davis - Important markets, processors and support industries
In the Davis region, the field crop acreage is connected to the field crop production found in the
Yolo East and Yolo West regions that surround the Davis region. In a similar manner, the equine
production found in the Davis region is connected to the recreational equine activities of the
residents of the City of Davis. The non-commodity agricultural land use in the Davis region is
economically connected to the residents of the City of Davis who participate in equestrian activities.
The majority of the equestrian facilities are build upon non-prime farmland.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Monument Hills
Similar to the Davis region, the Monument Hills regions contain a large
number of DLFs and the majority of the region is zoned as rural residential.
However, small parcels and non-agricultural land uses are no longer
contained in the poorer soil in the region historically known as Monument
Hills. Current land use and a large number of DLFs between Monument
Hills and Woodland caused the Monument Hills region to stretch almost to
the Woodland City limit line. New development in the Monument Hills region
is creeping into prime farmland as it approaches the city of Woodland.
Agricultural production
The majority of land in the Monument Hills region is not used in agricultural production. The
northeast section and a few acres between the historical center of Monument Hills and Woodland
contain less than 2,000 acres of field crop production. Even in the field crop production area of
Monument Hills, there is a high number of DLFs.
The Wild Wings development was excluded from this research because the number of small
parcels and DLFs overpowered the agricultural production found in the Monument Hills region. The
acres of agricultural production in the Monument Hills regions buffer the agricultural production
found in the surround Yolo East and Yolo West regions from the DLFs found in the Monument Hills.
.

Table 25: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Monument Hills region,
Yolo County, 2008
Other
Fallow
Alfalfa Hay
Processing
Tomatoes
Wheat
Sum of Others

Acres
2,207
643
577
528

Value ($ million)
0.7
1.5

373
1,362

0.2
2.2

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Monument Hills - Spatial distribution of agricultural
production and natural resources
Figure 23 show the historical center of Monument Hills is well covered in DLFs and does not
contain field crop production. The area south of Cache Creek and to the Woodland city limit line
does contain a large number of DLFs. It is the large number of DLFs in this region that caused this
field crop production area to be included in the Monument Hills region.

Figure 23. Monument Hills region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
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FMMP has classified 50 percent of the Monument Hills region to be prime farmland. Because of
FMMP does not classify any development less than ten acres, the large number of DLFS, located
on prime farmland are not included in the FMMP analysis. Urban and built-up land comprised 15
percent of the Monument Hills regions, while other land comprised almost 13 percent.
The number of prime farmland acres, as classified by FMMP, is misleading because it overlooks
the large number of DLFs on prime farmland that cover less than 10 acres. The less than ten acres
DLFs were specifically classified for this report because the number and density of local DLFs are
important for local land use decisions makers to understand.

Table 26: FMMP farmland classifications for the Monument Hills region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region

Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

3,498

50.5

7.0

Farmland of Statewide
Importance

318

4.6

0.2

Unique Farmland

279

4.0

1.0

Farmland of Local Importance

748

10.8

3.4

81

1.2

0.5

101

1.5

0.1

1,027

14.8

13.1

880

12.7

0.3

Farmland of Local Potential
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

6,932

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Monument Hills - Developed land footprint
Development has not been limited to non-prime farmland in the Monument Hills region. A
significant percentage of DLFs occur on the prime farmland between the area historically known as
Monument Hills and Woodland.
The area historically know as Monument Hills contains no prime farmland and was selected for
development because land use decisions were based on maintaining prime farmland in agricultural
production. The high number of DLFs on prime farmland in this region has occurred because the
majority of DLFs do not exceed 10 acres and meet local zoning regulations. If the DLFs were
greater than 10 acres, then the DLF would create a decrease in the number of prime farmland
acres.
The DLF ratio of Monument Hills is 9.

Figure 24: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Monument Hills
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Monument Hills - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Monument Hills region contains several seed propagation centers that are vital to the Yolo
County based seed industry. The agricultural production found in the region is part of the Yolo
East region. Important processors are the tomato processors, grain elevators and hay brokers that
support both the Yolo East and Yolo West regions.
Equine production found in the Monument Hills regions support the numerous veterinarians, feed
stores and other businesses that support small-scale equestrian centers.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Dunnigan Hills
The Dunnigan Hills region is an area in transition. Historically, the
Dunnigan Hills specialized in dry-land small grain production with
sheep grazing in a rotation similar to the Montezuma Hills found in
southern Solano County. Recently, the southern end and a few
valleys within the Dunnigan Hills has become a center for wine grape
and olive production. In fact, the Dunnigan Hills has become the
second most important wine grape production region in Yolo County.
The dry land row crop rotation of oats, wheat and sheep grazing has
sharply declined even during the recent spike in small grain prices.
The recent closure of the R.H. Phillips winery will impact the future wine grape processing but grape
production could continue.
The futures of wine grape, olive and any future development are all dependent on access to
sufficient water. The Dunnigan Hills has a very limited water supply and any future change in land
use that requires higher levels of water will need special consideration.

Agricultural production
The majority of the Dunnigan Hills are still utilized as part of the dry land small grain and sheep
grazing rotation. Cattle grazing does occur in the Dunnigan Hills, but this region is the historical
center of sheep grazing in Yolo County. Small grain production continues on a small number of
acres with hay production occurring in areas with access to limited amounts of irrigation.
Much of the increase in wine grape production within Yolo County over the past few years
has occurred in the Dunnigan Hills region. The establishment of R.H. Phillips winery on the
southwestern edge of the Dunnigan Hills secured wine grape production in this region. The majority
of wine grapes processed by the R.H. Phillips Winery were grown in other regions of California, but
the Dunnigan Hills have proven to be good location for high quality wine grape production.
The production of olives for oil has recently increased in and around the new vineyards in the
Dunnigan Hills. The total olive acreage is insufficient to support a medium to large-scale olive oil
press. The majority olive orchard owners are interested in developing small batches of high quality
olive oil and no one single producer is large enough to justify a medium to large scale processing
facility.
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Table 27: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Dunnigan Hills region,
Yolo County, 2008
Acres
Pasture

Value ($ million)

36,176

2.3

Grapes, Wine

3,993

14.0

Wheat

3,156

1.6

Fallow

2,455

-

Hay, Grain

1,021

0.6

Sum of Others

6,548

6.4

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Dunnigan Hills - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 25 shows the majority of non-pasture land in the Dunnigan Hills occurs along the border
with Hungry Hollow. The center of the Dunnigan Hills, farther away from the valley floor, is primarily
used in pasture and dry land small grain production.
There are very few land development footprints in the Dunnigan Hills.

Figure 25: Dunnigan Hills region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
Legend
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The non-grazing lands in the Dunnigan Hills are located along the edges of the region and along the
sides of the thin valleys that cross the region. The prime farmland is located along the edges with
Hungry Hollow and Yolo East. The majority of the land visibly in grazing land when driving through
the Dunnigan Hills is classified as farmland of local importance by FMMP.

Table 28: FMMP farmland classifications for the Dunnigan Hills Region, Yolo County,
2008

Acres in
region

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

Prime Farmland

4,365

7.9

1.7

Farmland of Statewide Importance

2,246

4.1

13.2

Unique Farmland

1,939

3.5

3.9

27,730

50.3

64.2

5,807

10.5

26.4

11,206

20.3

7.5

65

0.1

0.2

1,768

3.2

2.3

Farmland of Local Importance
Farmland of Local Potential
Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water

0.0

Total

55,126

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Dunnigan Hills - Developed land footprint
DLFs are sparse in the Dunnigan Hills region. The DLF that do exists are small and not densely
located. Some of the DLFs in the Dunnigan Hills contain long driveways as the homesite is placed
in the middle of a large parcel. The long driveway is necessary to connect the homesite with the
road. The DLF ratio for the Dunnigan Hills region is 144.

Figure 26: Developed land Footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Dunnigan Hills
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Dunnigan Hills - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Dunnigan Hills region contains two separate agricultural systems. The southern side of the
Dunnigan Hills in the land along the valley floor has slowly been converted from dryland agriculture
to high-value wine grape and tree crop production. Recently, olive oil production has been added.
The land that continues to be used for dryland agricultural production in a rotation between small
grains, sheep production and then fallow has been decreasing in total acreage as the higher value
commodities have expanded.
The high-value agricultural production and the historical dryland agriculture do not share the same
market nor do they use the same inputs for production. The high-value wine grapes produced in
the Dunnigan Hills were processed through the R.H. Phillips winery. The recent closure of the R.
H. Phillips winery will force the Dunnigan Hills grapes to be shipped to wineries and other parts of
California.
Olive oil production is new to the Dunnigan Hills. As the market for olive oil expands in California,
the Dunnigan Hills may be able to establish itself as a center of high quality olive oil production. The
olive oil industry in California is currently experiencing drastic changes as a large number of super
high density olive orchards are coming into production.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Yolo West
The importance of the Yolo West region to agriculture in Yolo County
is sometime overlooked when Yolo County agriculture is thought
of in terms of only tomato, wine grape, rice and organic vegetable
production. Yolo West is the center of alfalfa and other hay crop
production and contains important elements of processing tomato and
rice production.
Yolo County alfalfa is highly sought after as feedstuff for dairy cattle,
racehorses and recreational equine. The warm days and delta breeze
combine to produce alfalfa that is of exceptional quality. The wheat
straw that is baled after wheat harvest in Yolo East is marketed to equine facilities through the hay
brokers located in Yolo West.
Besides alfalfa, Yolo West contains a few acres of processing tomato and rice production. In central
Yolo West, there is a small pocket of land where the soil is ideal for rice production. Likewise, the
western edge of Yolo West is well suited for processing tomato production and the acreage is used
to supply the same tomato processors as the tomatoes produced in Yolo East.
Agricultural production
Yolo West contains the majority of the alfalfa production found in Yolo County. In addition to alfalfa,
wheat, processing tomatoes, rice and corn round out the top five commodities in terms of acreage.
Other commodities grown in Yolo West are walnuts, turf and prunes.

Table 29: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Yolo West region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres
Alfalfa Hay

Value (% million)

13,299

17.2

Wheat

4,987

2.6

Processing Tomatoes

4,419

12.4

Rice

3,893

7.5

Corn

1,686

1.4

13,230

16.8

Sum of Others

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Yolo West - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 27: Yolo West region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008
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Yolo West is primarily composed of prime soil. Lesser quality soils are found along cache Creek and
on the eastern side of the Yolo West region.

Table 30: FMMP farmland classifications for the Yolo West Region, Yolo County, 2008

Acres in
Regional
region composition
(percent)
Prime Farmland

36,629

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

81.7

14.2

Farmland of Statewide Importance

2,256

5.0

13.3

Unique Farmland

3,022

6.7

6.0

Farmland of Local Importance

666

1.5

1.5

Farmland of Local Potential

162

0.4

0.7

55

0.1

0.0

187

0.4

0.6

1,829

4.1

2.4

Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water

0

Total

44,806

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Yolo West - Developed land footprint
Yolo West is comprised of over 81 percent prime farmland as classified by FMMP. Urban and other
land combine to cover three percent of the land in Yolo West. The remaining land in Yolo West is
suitable for agricultural production. Yolo West has considerably fewer DLFs than Yolo East, in fact
the DLF ratio for Yolo West is 63 where the ratio for Yolo East is 43.

Figure 28: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Yolo West
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Yolo West - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The alfalfa hay industry that supplies feedstuffs to the dairy, racehorse and recreational equine
industries is the most important agricultural industry in Yolo West. The dairy industry is the largest
customer for Yolo County alfalfa and the future viability of the alfalfa production in Yolo County is
tied to the continued existence of the California dairy industry.
The alfalfa industry relies on the local farm implement dealers, crop dusters and agricultural input
suppliers.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Colusa Basin
Colusa Basin, while located in Yolo County, shares many land use
characteristics of southern Colusa County. The Colusa Basin is
transitioning from the row crop production found in Yolo East and
River Garden into a region with more tree crop production, especially
almond production.
In recent years, a large number of acres along Interstate 5 have been
converted from row crop production into almond production. The
land converted to almond acreage can be expected to remain in tree
crop production for the next several years.
Agricultural production
Almond production is the dominate land use in the Colusa Basin. The pasture land in Colusa Basin
runs along the edge with the Dunnigan Hills. There are few row crop acres that belong to the
processing tomato rotation that is the dominate land use in Yolo East.

Table 31: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Colusa Basin region,
Yolo County, 2008
Acres

Value ($ million)

Almonds

8,158

16.9

Wheat

2,018

1.0

Alfalfa Hay

1,917

2.5

Pasture

1,420

0.1

837

2.3

4,630

10.1

Processing Tomatoes
Sum of Others

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner Report, 2009
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Colusa Basin - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
The majority of DLFs in the Colusa Basin are located in the unincorporated towns of Dunnigan and
Zamora. Outside of these two areas, there are a few DLFs along County Road 2.

Figure 29: Colusa Basin region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
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Table 32: FMMP farmland classifications for the Colusa Basin Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region
Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

13,849

64.4

5.4

332

1.5

2.0

Unique Farmland

2,959

13.8

5.9

Farmland of Local Importance

1,290

6.0

3.0

Farmland of Local Potential

786

3.7

3.6

Grazing Land

581

2.7

0.4

Urban and Built-Up Land

387

1.8

1.3

1,307

6.1

1.7

1

0.0

0.0

Farmland of Statewide Importance

Other Land
Water
Total

21,493

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Colusa Basin - Developed land footprint
The unincorporated towns of Dunnigan and Zamora contain the majority of DLFs in the Colusa
Basin region. Outside of these two unincorporated areas, there are relatively few DLFs. All future
expansion of the towns of Dunnigan and Zamora will increase the number of DLFs for the Colusa
Basin region.

Figure 30: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Colusa Basin
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Colusa Basin - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Colusa Basin region is economically tied to the tree crop and field crop production found across
the Yolo County line in southern Colusa County. This relationship is reflected in the name assigned
to this region.
Historically the majority of this region was in field crop production but recent economic forces have
caused a shift away from field crops into tree crops.
The tree crops, mainly almonds, produced in this region are shipped to Winters, Williams or
Sacramento for final processing. There is one almond huller located in the Colusa Basin.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Hungry Hollow
Hungry Hollow earned its name because of this area historically had
access to very little water. Now, a combination of well and irrigation
water has turned this area into a viable field and tree crop production
region.
Hungry Hollow has a connection to the Capay Valley through the
organic production found in both regions. The majority of organic
production in Hungry Hollow is sold wholesale to distributors.
Agricultural production
Hungry Hollow contains field crops used in a rotation based on alfalfa hay, tree crops and organic
field crop production. The organic production in Hungry Hollow is mainly fresh tomatoes, melons
and other vegetables headed to wholesale markets.
Cache Creek, at the bottom of Hungry Hollow, produces high quality aggregate used in construction.
Aggregate extraction covers over 1,605 acres of Hungry Hollow.

Table 33: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Hungry Hollow region,
Yolo County, 2008
Acres

Value ($million)

Alfalfa Hay

5,226

6.8

Wheat

2,665

1.4

Aggregate

1,605

-

Almonds

1,389

2.9

964

0.9

5,908

10.4

Sunflower Seed
Sum of Others

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Hungry Hollow - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 31: Hungry Hollow region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
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The majority of Hungry Hollow is covered with prime farmland. However, along the the Dunnigan
Hills, Hungry Hollow is ringed by soils of lesser quality. Soil quality is not a constraint for production
in Hungry Hollow. Historically, parts of Hungry Hollow had very poor access to water.

Table 34: FMMP farmland classifications for the Hungry Hollow Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region

Prime Farmland

12,656

Regional
composition
(percent)

66.8

Region
contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)
4.9

Farmland of Statewide Importance

1,264

6.7

7.4

Unique Farmland

1,740

9.2

3.5

884

4.7

2.0

Farmland of Local Potential

93

0.5

0.4

Grazing Land

75

0.4

0.0

2,227

11.8

2.9

Farmland of Local Importance

Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land

0.0

Water

0.0

Total

18,939

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Hungry Hollow - Developed land footprint
Hungry Hollow contains few DLFs. There is one section of Hungry Hollow that contains a number
of small land parcels in the majority of DLFs. This small block of rural residences contains a
number of equine farms and one small high-value organic farm. For the majority of Hungry Hollow,
development is not the issue.

Figure 32: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Hungry Hollow
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Hungry Hollow - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Hungry Hollow region combines the agricultural production found in Yolo West with organic
production from the Capay Valley. The majority of the land in hungry Hollow is used for an alfalfa
based feed crop rotation that is similar to that found in Yolo West. There are also a large number of
acres used in organic vegetable production. The scale of the majority of this organic production is
larger than the production that dominates the Capay Valley.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Winters
The Winters region is a center for walnut production, especially
processing, and economically linked to the walnut production located
across Putah Creek in Solano County. The Solano County side of the
Winter regions contains more walnut acreage, but walnut processing is
located on the Yolo County side of Putah Creek in Winters.
The pasture acreage in the Winters region is located in the foothills
of the Blue Ridges and contains a large number of large lot rural
residences. The valley floor around Winters is home to walnut, prune
and small amount of row crop production.
Agricultural production
The leading agricultural commodity in terms of acreage is walnuts, followed by pasture, prunes
and row crop land. The majority of this production is located to the east of Winters and along Putah
Creek.
To the west to Winters in the foothills of the Blue Ridges is an area that contains several large lots
rural residences. These residences typically have a few acres of citrus production on them. However
out of the total ten acre parcel only two or three acres will be in citrus production. The rest of the
parcel is in lawn or part of the DLF.

Table 35: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Winters region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres

Value ($ million)

Walnuts

2,195

4.0

Pasture

1,925

0.1

Dried Plums

730

2.2

Fallow

385

-

Wheat

300

0.2

Sum of Others

893

1.9

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Winters - Spatial distribution of agricultural production and
natural resources
Figure 33: Winters region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008
I-505
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Prime farmland is located both to the east and west of Winters. In the foothills of the Blue Ridges,
the soil is not suitable for tree or row crops and is used primarily for large lot rural residences and
pasture land.
On some of the large residential lots, there is a small amount of citrus acreage that is typically a
very small percentage of the larger residential lot. The majority of this citrus production is organic,
but is very small in scale.

Table 36: FMMP farmland classifications for the Winters Region, Yolo County, 2008
Acres in
region
Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo total
soil type (percent)

4,730

67.2

1.8

6

0.1

0.0

429

6.1

0.9

38

0.5

0.1

Farmland of Local Potential

198

2.8

0.9

Grazing Land

768

10.9

0.5

46

0.7

0.2

824

11.7

1.1

Farmland of Statewide
Importance
Unique Farmland
Farmland of Local Importance

Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

0.0
7,040

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Winters - Developed land footprint
DLFs are an issue in the Winters region. The Winters region is a popular location for large lot rural
residences in orchards or in the foothills of the Blue Ridges. The city of Winters as limited to the low
density housing found around the city. The low-density housing in the Winters region is located in
the foothills or in orchards.

Figure 34: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Winters region,
Yolo County, 2008
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Winters - Important markets, processors and support
industries
Winters is a leading center for tree nut processing because of the Mariani Nut Company. The
Mariani Nut Company is the largest privately held walnut and almond processor in the world
according to their website. Therefore, almonds and walnuts from throughout California are shipped
to Winters to be processed. The Mariani Nut Company has the capacity to process many times the
volume of almonds and walnuts grown in Yolo County.
Winters is also the home of orchard supply companies that specialize in providing inputs for the
orchard production located along Putah Creek. The orchard production located across Putah Creek
in Solano County utilize the supply centers located in Winters.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Blue Ridges
The Blue Ridges are vitally important to the beef cattle industry in
Yolo County. The hills are not irrigated, but during the winter months
are used extensively as pasture land. The Blue Ridges are also an
important habitat area for Yolo County.
Agricultural production
Beef Cattle production on rangeland during the winter rainy season is
the leading agricultural revenue generator for the Blue Ridges. There
is one small valley

Table 37: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Blue Ridge region, Yolo
County, 2008
Acres
Pasture

Value ($ million)

161,536

10.3

3,007

0.0

Hay, Organic

601

1.6

Turf

243

2.8

Almonds

235

0.5

Sum of Others

935

2

Other

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Blue Ridges - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 35: Blue Ridge region agricultural production and developed land footprints,
Yolo County, 2008
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The Blue Ridge region contains the majority of the grazing land found in Yolo County. There are a
few acres of other soil types found along the edge and in the bottom of a few other valleys in the
Blue Ridges.

Table 38: FMMP farmland classifications for the Blue Ridge Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in region

Prime Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

883

0.5

0.3

51

0.0

0.3

518

0.3

1.0

Farmland of Local Importance

4,602

2.7

10.6

Farmland of Local Potential

5,712

3.4

26.0

114,497

68.4

76.2

127

0.1

0.4

40,837

24.4

53.9

162

0.1

2.1

Farmland of Statewide
Importance
Unique Farmland

Grazing Land
Urban and Built-Up Land
Other Land
Water
Total

167,389

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Blue Ridges - Developed land footprint
DLFs are not an issue in the Blue Ridges. The majority of the land is not suitable for development
because it is too steep or does not have good access to water.

Developedlandfootprint
Figure 36: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Blue Ridge
region, Yolo County, 2008
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Importantmarkets,processorsandsupportindustries




Blue Ridges - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The Blue Ridge region is the center for beef cattle production in Yolo County. Soon after the winter
rains start, cattle are moved into the Blue Ridges for winter grazing on the grass. As summer
begins, cattle are moved off of the Blue Ridges and into gated pasture on the valley floor or out
of California for finishing. The Blue Ridges are an important part of the rotation of cattle around
California as producers work to maintain access to grass to graze their cattle.
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Agricultural regions of Yolo County - Capay Valley
The Capay Valley has developed into a center of organic agricultural
production, not just in Yolo County, but in California. Even with the
notoriety, the majority of land in the Capay Valley is not used in
organic production. Capay Valley is home to small-scale row crop
and orchard crop production. Two factors limiting the row crop and
orchard crop production in the Capay Valley are access to water
and small parcel size.
The value of organic production in the Capay Valley is not well
documented. Traditional agricultural commodity production numbers
are estimated based on reported market prices and yield estimates.
Mixed vegetable organic production, a leading land use in the Capay Valley, cannot be estimated
because neither market price nor yields are reported. Organic registration requires voluntary
revenue reporting, which is not as accurate as clearly reported market prices.
A large number of parcels on the western side of Capay Valley do not have consistent access
to water. Several of the parcels were in orchard production in the past, but have been not been
actively managed over the past few years. Until access to water is secured, the orchards will remain
abandoned.

Table 39: Top five agricultural products in terms of acreage, Capay Valley region,
Yolo County, 2008
Pasture
Walnuts
Other
Almonds
Alfalfa Hay
Sum of Others

Acres
14,084
2,492
1,961
1,635
1,436
5,847

Value ($ million)
0.9
4.5
3.4
1.9
12.6

Source: Agricultural Issues Center, 2009 and 2008 Yolo Agricultural Commissioner
Report, 2009
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Capay Valley - Spatial distribution of agricultural production
and natural resources
Figure 37: Capay Valley region agricultural production and developed land
footprints, Yolo County, 2008
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The Capay Valley has a thin strip of prime soil that runs along cache Creek in the Valley floor.
The quality of soil quickly declines as you move away from the river and into the foothills. It is a
combination of poor quality soils and the steep hills of the Blue Ridges that form beside of the
Capay Valley that makes grazing land to be 20 percent of the Capay Valley.
Water access is inconsistent in the Capay Valley. Lands which have access to water and prime soils
are capable of producing high-quality agricultural products. The low quality soils and poor access to
water combine to limit the agricultural capacity of the other areas in the Capay Valley.

Table 40: FMMP farmland classifications for the Capay Valley Region, Yolo County,
2008
Acres in
region

Prime Farmland
Farmland of Statewide Importance
Unique Farmland

Regional
composition
(percent)

Region contained
percent of Yolo
total soil type
(percent)

11,512

37.4

4.5

304

1.0

1.8

2,578

8.4

5.1

Farmland of Local Importance

5,148

16.7

11.9

Farmland of Local Potential

2,503

8.1

11.4

Grazing Land

7,054

22.9

4.7

Urban and Built-Up Land

662

2.2

2.3

Other Land

998

3.2

1.3

Water
Total

30,760

Source: Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program, 2006
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Developedlandfootprint

Capay Valley - Developed land footprint
I was unable to measure DLFs in the Capay Valley because of the small parcel size and the large
number of trees found throughout the Valley. Throughout the Capay Valley there are a large number
of parcels less than ten acres in size. Several of these parcels contain a combination of orchard
crops and at least one. Most of these homesites have been in the Capay Valley for very long
periods of time.

Figure 38: Developed land footprint and FMMP soil classifications for Capay Valley,
Yolo County, 2008
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Capay Valley - Important markets, processors and support
industries
The beef, tree nut and organic industries are the most important markets for Capay Valley
agricultural production. While the. Capay Valley is famous for its organic mixed vegetable
production; the majority of the Valley is utilized for beef and tree nut production.
The organic production found in the Capay Valley supplies the San Francisco Bay and Sacramento
areas with organic vegetables and tree nuts. The organic production is sold through a variety of
markets that include farmers markets, community supported agriculture boxes, restaurants and
organic wholesalers.
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Important agricultural commodities
In this section the leading agricultural commodities found in Yolo County are presented. Traditional
agricultural reports present time series data on commodity production within Yolo County. In this
report, we present a measure of the importance of Yolo County based production to the entire
California commodity production. The commodities grown in Yolo County are also produced in
other areas of California. In this section the percent of the entire California production based in Yolo
County is presented for each commodity. Yolo County agricultural production is part of the large
California agricultural industry. The future health of Yolo County agriculture is tied to the success of
agriculture throughout California.
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Agricultural production trends
Tree and Vine Crops - Almonds
The majority of Yolo County almond production is located in the Colusa Basin region and is part
of the economic system of southern Colusa County. Currently Yolo County contains around 1.5
percent of the almond production found in California.
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Tree and Vine Crops - Walnuts
Yolo County has maintained around four percent of the California walnut acreage, until a recent
decline to almost three percent. Yolo has a relatively small percentage of acreage, but being home
to Mariani Nut Company makes it a leader in walnut processing.
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Tree and Vine Crops - Dried Plums
Dried plum production in Yolo County has ranged from five to almost nine percent of California the
dried plum acreage. Yolo County dried plums must be transported to Solano or Sutter County for
processing.
Winters and Yolo West are the leading dried plum producing regions. The dried plums are located
along the western edges of both regions.
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Tree and Vine Crops - Wine Grapes
The Clarksburg region is home to 63 percent of the wine grape acreage. Dunnigan hills accounts for
28 percent of the wine grape acreage. The rest of Yolo County has less than 10 percent. Figure 46
presents the top five wine grape production regions in Yolo County.
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Figure 45: Percentage of California wine grape acreage in production within Yolo
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Figure 46: Top five wine grape producing regions, Yolo County, 2008
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Figure 47: Yolo County tree and vine crop acreages as percent of California state
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Figure 47 shows how the percentage of tree and vine crops found in Yolo County has changed in
Yolo County between 1980 and 2007. The tree and vine crop mix in Yolo County is dynamic. Wine
grapes are the only tree and vine crop that show a clear increase in Yolo County production in
terms of state production over the 1980 to 2007 time period.
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Field Crops - Processing tomatoes
Processing tomatoes are an important part of Yolo County agricultural. Historically, Yolo County
contained up to 25 percent of the processing tomato acreage in California. Recently, Yolo County
has accounted for around 15 percent of the processing tomato acreage. There is no single reason
for the decline in the percentage of tomato acreage, but processor concentration and the shift of
tomato acreage to the San Joaquin Valley have played a role.
Figure 48 shows the change in percentage of California processing tomato acreage found in Yolo
County between the years 1980 and 2007. The decline is clearly visible over time. The decline
does not mean Yolo County is no longer a viable area for processing tomato production, but
indicates processing tomato production within California has increased in other parts of California,
which the acreage has remained fairly constant in Yolo.
Figure 48 shows clearly that Yolo East is the home of processing tomatoes in Yolo County. Yolo
West does have some processing tomato acreage, but the production is located on the western
side of the region, near the Blue Ridges. Other areas that have some processing tomato acres are
River Garden, Yolo Basin and the Yolo Bypass.
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Field Crops - Alfalfa
Alfalfa has experienced one of the largest increases in the percentage of California acres within
Yolo County between 1980 and 2007. In other California counties, the acres of alfalfa production
are associated with the number of dairy cows. Yolo County harvests many more the number of
Whe
eat
alfalfa acres than what the local dairy cows can consume. Yolo alfalfa production is consumed by
dairy cows and horses throughout California and is exported to international markets.
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Figure 50: Percentage of California alfalfa acreage in production within Yolo County,
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Figure 51: Top five alfalfa producing regions, Yolo County, 2008
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Field Crops - Wheat
Wheat has always been an important crop in Yolo County. Currently, it is used as a winter cover
crop to prepare the soil for processing tomato or alfalfa production. Yolo produces just fewer than
ten percent of the reported wheat acreage.
Yolo East and Yolo West are the leading wheat producing regions in Yolo County.
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Field Crops - Corn
Corn production in California as a whole is used primary as silage for dairy rations. In Yolo
County, because of the relative small number of dairy cattle, the majority of corn is produced for
grain. Corn, like wheat is used as part of the processing tomato and alfalfa rotations that are the
dominate land use in Yolo East and Yolo West regions.

Figure 54: Percentage of California corn acreage in production within Yolo County,
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Figure 55: Top five corn producing regions, Yolo County, 2008
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Field Crops - Safflower
Safflower is well suited for production in Yolo County because is complements the other
commodities used in the processing tomato and alfalfa rotation and requires little water. In dry
years when water availability is in question, producers will plant more acreage in safflower and
utilize their available water for processing tomato and alfalfa production.
Yolo Bypass and Clarksburg are the leading safflower producing regions in Yolo County. In the
Yolo Bypass, safflower is one of the few commodities that can be planted after the Bypass has
dried and little has to be done to the crop until harvest. In the Clarksburg region, safflower is a
popular crop in the field crop rotation.
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Figure 57: Top five safflower production regions, Yolo County, 2008
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Field Crops - Sunflower Seed
Yolo County is the leading sunflower seed propagation locations in California. Yolo County
producers contract with seed companies to plant hybrid sunflower seeds that are then harvested
and shipped to the Midwest as hybrid seed. A forthcoming report on the Yolo County seed industry
presents detailed information on this industry.
Sunflower seeds are an important part of the Yolo East and River Garden field crop rotations. The
production is done under contract with seed companies and the placement, planting, management
Sunfflower Seed
d
and harvest are all specified in the contract.
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Figure 59: Top five Sunflower seed production regions, Yolo County, 2009
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Field Crops - Rice
River Garden and the Yolo Bypass are the leading rice producing regions in Yolo County. Rice
producers in the River Garden area grow rice in both Yolo and Sutter Counties. Likewise, the rice
produced in Yolo County is dried and processed in both Yolo and Sutter Counties.
The Yolo Basin, especially around I-80, produces wild rice. Planting wild rice instead of hybrid rice
allows producers
to plant the Bypass after the hybrid rice is planted in the River Garden area and
Rice
still harvest prior to fall rains.
Yolo County has never produced more than ten percent of the rice grown in California. Most of
California10%
rice acreage is in Sutter and Colusa Counties. The River Garden area is the southernmost edge ofRice
the rice producing region in California.
9%

Figure 60: Percentage of California rice acreage in production within Yolo County,
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Figure 61: Top five rice production regions, Yolo County, 2008
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Figure 62: Yolo County processing tomato, alfalfa, rice and wheat acreages as
Field crop production by region
percent of California state acreages, 1980 - 2007
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Yolo County - livestock
Livestock production, in particular, raising beef cattle on grass, is a very important part of Yolo
County agriculture. The small amount of space in this report dedicated to livestock production is not
a reflection of the importance of livestock production to Yolo County. In 2008, livestock production
accounted for almost $15 million in agricultural revenue in Yolo County. Livestock production is
an important part of the field crop rotations in Yolo County because irrigated pasture provides an
important rest period for fields used in row crop production..
Livestock producers maintain the land in the Blue Ridges for livestock grazing and for wildlife
habitat. Rice land is typically thought of as the most important wild life habitat, but an argument
could be made that livestock grazing land supports more year around species than rice land.
Yolo County beef producers are searching for ways to access markets outside of their traditional
market of selling cattle into the Midwest based cattle industry. However, accessing niche markets
for livestock production involves harvesting animals inside a USDA and State inspected facility.
Recently, a group of UCCE specialist surveyed over 400 livestock producers in Northern California
to assess the demand for a small scale livestock processing facility (Doran et al. 2007). An
important finding is that some livestock producers may be willing to process part of their production
through a small scale processing facility if a small scale plant was located locally. At this time, there
are now studies on the potential size of a local beef market for Yolo County beef producers.

Livestock - Dairy and Milk Production
Yolo County is not an important milk producing county. However, Yolo County has a strong
connection to the dairy industry in California through alfalfa production. The majority of the alfalfa
produced in Yolo County is sold to dairies throughout the Central Valley.

Sheep Production
The Dunnigan Hills region has a long history of sheep production as part of the dryland farming that
has dominated that region. Today, the sheep industry continues to decline as U.S. consumers wear
fewer wool products and lamb produced overseas is cheaper to consume than U.S. produced
lamb.
Yolo County Sheep producers have one link to the lamb processing industry and that is through
the Superior Farms lamb processing center in Dixon, CA. The Superior Farms center is the only
lamb processing center west of the Rocky Mountains and processes lamb from throughout the
Western United States. Without the Dixon, CA based plant, Yolo County sheep would be shipped
to Denver, Colorado for processing. It is likely the shipping costs involved in transporting the lamb
from California to Colorado would be prohibitive.
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Yolo County - vegetable production
Organic/CAS Production
Yolo County maintains some of the most accurate information on organic vegetable crop production
in comparison to other California counties. However, both the quantity and accuracy of the organic
information is lacking when compared to information available on other commodities. In this report,
the revenue information is based upon a yearly average price for a commodity and an estimated
average yield. There is very little price and hardly any yield information available for organic
vegetable production. Because of the lack of revenue and yield information, the accuracy of all
organic information is questionable.
This report uses data gleaned from mandated organic registration and is considered an accurate
source of organic information. Each year, organic producers are required to pay an organic
registration fee that is based upon their voluntarily reported annual sales of specific commodities.
Organic registration data provides information on the diversity of organic production, but does not
report any yield or market price information. Producers do report a total sales from each commodity,
but do not provide yield or price information in support of the revenue figure.
The Census of Agriculture does provide information on organic production, but data collection
methodology for collecting the organic information is new to the Census of Agriculture. The Census
of Agriculture also fails to provide price and yield information for organic production.
The data challenges involved with better understanding the organic industry makes it difficult to
quantify the size the organic industry in Yolo County. Agricultural producers throughout Yolo County
have embraced organic production. The Capay Valley is the center of organic mixed vegetable
production, but is also home to organic livestock, grain, fruit and tree nut production. Organic
production has also become an important part of the field crop production found throughout Yolo
County. The data points towards a shift in a small percentage of conventional field crop acres into
organic production by field crop producers.
Regardless of the organic data shortcomings, the Small Farm Center at the University of California,
Davis has combined USDA data with producer interviews to determine that Yolo County is the
leading county in the United States in terms of direct to consumer sales (Hardesty 2005). Their
analysis is an accurate comparison of the direct marketing sales levels for Yolo and other counties
in the United States. The Small Farm Center has used Yolo County as a research location for
several studies over the years and their research provides an accurate window into small farm
production in Yolo County.
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Yolo County - important agricultural issues
Important agricultural issues
Over the course of this project four topics were repeatedly mentioned in conversations with
producers and others involved in the agricultural community. In this section, the topics of wildlife
habitat, biofuel feedstock production and water are discussed.
This section is not meant to be a complete analysis of these important issues. Instead, this section
focuses on how these issues impact Yolo County.

Wildlife habitat
There is a growing debate in Yolo County over the impact of converting agricultural land into wildlife
habitat.
The conversion of agricultural land, namely land used in row crop production, into wildlife habitat
impacts agricultural production by decreasing the number of acres in agricultural production and
introducing game into row crop areas that feed on agricultural commodities outside of the habitat
boundaries.
The conflict between agriculture and wildlife habitat arises when land once farmed as part of row
crop rotation is converted into habitat. Livestock producers in the Dunnigan Hills and Blue Ridges
and rice producers in the Yolo Bypass have successfully incorporated habitat management into their
agricultural operations.
The conversion of row crop land into habitat is a recent trend in Yolo County, outside of the Yolo
Bypass. The establishment of wildlife habitat in row crop rotation areas is a concern for producers
because:
1.
establishing habitat decreases the number of acres in agricultural production.
2.
habitat areas serve as a ‘home base’ for game to forage for food on agricultural land
		
surrounding the habitat area
Currently, there is little data available on the impact of wildlife habitat on row crop production. In
terms of impact on the absolute number of acres in agriculture, wildlife habitat decreases the total
number of agricultural acres in a manner identical to urban land conversion.
The agricultural and wildlife habitat communities need to find a way to accommodate each other
in row crop areas. Research is needed to quantify the impact of wildlife habitat establishment in
row crop areas on agricultural production. Once the impact is quantified, Yolo County will need to
monitor the impact of establishing wildlife habitat areas in row crop areas. If Yolo County wants to
maintain a viable agricultural row crop industry, the impact of wildlife habitat establishment will need
to be understood.

Biofuel feedstock production
A question asked by Yolo County agricultural producers and policy makers is ‘could Yolo County
produce agricultural commodities to supply a local bioenergy plant?’. The short answer is not until
cellulosic fermentation is viable.
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In this section, instead of simply answering ‘yes’ to this question, the production of a biofeedstock
in Yolo is explained based upon the producer decision to plant more of a biofeedstock and less of
a commodity currently grown in Yolo County and the bioenergy plant maintaing profitable. For Yolo
County to become a center of a biofeedstock production, it must begin with Yolo County producers
deciding to plant the biofeedstock commodity and the local bioenergy plant maintaining profitability.
The conversion of plant by-products like wheat and rice straw is currently not viable for commercial
production. Research is working towards making cellulosic ethanol viable, but commercial
bioenergy production is still several years away.
The local bioenergy plant will be profitable when the price the plant receives for their ethanol at the
gasoline blending facility is greater than their costs of purchasing and processing the biofeedstock
into bioenergy. Because the gasoline blending facility does not care if the ethanol they use to blend
into their gasoline comes from Yolo County or Nebraska, the blending facility will only offer the
market price of all ethanol. Therefore, the revenue for a local bioenergy plant is set by the world
price for ethanol.
Since the local bioenergy plant receives the current world price for ethanol, they will be forced to
offer the same market price for the biofeedstock as other bioenergy plants. If the local plant offered
more than the current market price for the biofeedstock, the plant would be less profitable than
other competing bioenergy plants.
The desire of a bioenergy plant to stay in business limits its ability to offer local biofeedstock
producers any price besides the current market price. Without offering a price higher than the
current market price, establishing a bioenergy cannot be expected to trigger a local boom in the
production of a biofeedstock.
The production of any biofeedstock in Yolo County will compete against the commodities currently
being produced in Yolo County for acreage. If the production of a biofeedstock is more profitable
than other agricultural commodities, the producer may decide to plant more of a biofeedstock and
less of other commodities. Because the local bioenergy plant will not be able to offer a price higher
than the current market price, local producers will continue to plant their current acreage and not
choose to increase acreage in a biofeedstock.
The biodiesel plant in West Sacramento that has yet to begin operations is a perfect example of the
how simply building a bioenergy will not trigger a local boom in biofeedstock production.

Water
Water is the lifeblood of Yolo County agriculture. This report does not attempt to explain water
issues or make any water recommendations.
The natural and manmade water flows through Yolo County make all water discussions regional in
scope and local in impact. Any changes to the water distribution that increase the flow of water from
Yolo County to other locations will change what Yolo County agriculture is today.
How Yolo County agricultural producers adapt to changes in the level of water they receive is
unknown at this time. Currently, research is being completed on how Yolo County producers may
adapt to climate change. The research findings will be released in the coming months.
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Yolo agri-tourism
The single most important factor in establishing a successful agricultural tourism industry in Yolo
County is the ability of Yolo County agricultural producers to adapt from traditional agricultural
production to agricultural tourism. The skills required to be successful at agricultural tourism are not
always the same skills needed to be successful at commercial commodity agricultural production.
Yolo County commodity agricultural producers, producers who specialize in processing tomatoes,
wheat, and alfalfa for example, have little interest in the establishment of a bed-and-breakfast in the
center of their agricultural operations. The resistance to adding tourism support entities into areas
currently specializing in commodity agricultural production needs to be incorporated into all County
decision-making in reference to agricultural tourism.
There are no clear models for Yolo County to follow when developing county level support for
agricultural tourism. The big question surrounding supporting agricultural tourism is how to support
agricultural tourism in specific areas while keeping agricultural tourism support industries from
interfering with traditional commodity agriculture. Typically, counties have developed policies that
support agricultural tourism either in specific regions or based upon specific commodities. El Dorado
County is developing agricultural tourism support regulations but limits the spatial extent in which the
agri-tourism activities can occur. In Yolo County, the only areas that might be definable and able to
support agricultural tourism are the Clarksburg and Capay Valley regions.
There is considerable interest in establishing the Clarksburg region as a center of agri-tourism.
Because Clarksburg is geographically located away from the majority of the commodity agriculture
in Yolo County, agri-tourism support industries could be established with little impact on the viability
of commercial agriculture in Yolo County. However, the majority of the agricultural acreage in the
Clarksburg region is currently used for commercial commodity production. If policies are developed
to support agri-tourism in the Clarksburg region it will be important to isolate the agricultural
tourism infrastructure from the commercial agricultural production. It is doubtful the Clarksburg
region will develop into a mono cropping area specializing in winegrape production. Therefore any
developments for agri-tourism must incorporate the commodity agricultural production into the agritourism support.
The Capay Valley appears at first glance to be a natural location to establish an agricultural tourism
industry because it is isolated from the commercial agriculture found in the rest of Yolo County and
there is considerable interest from consumers to better understand where their food actually is
grown. However, the majority of agri- tourism currently happening in the Capay Valley is centered
around special events held on weekends. The special events are hosted by the larger organic mixed
vegetable producers and are designed to strengthen the connection between the producer and the
consumer’s understanding of where their food is produced.
The main focus of the organic producers in the Capay Valley is the production of organic food.
Agri-tourism is a secondary activity for these producers. If Capay Valley is to see more agri-tourism
activities it would be logical to assume an easy way to increase the activities would be to either have
the current producers host more agri-tourism events or increase the number of farms who can host
agri-tourism events. The decision to host more agri-tourism activities will be weighed against the
impact of hosting the event has on the farming operation.
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If Yolo County government wants to play an increased role in supporting agri-tourism in either
the Capay Valley or Clarksburg, the County should design their support based upon the type of
agricultural production currently profitable in the area and how best to blend agri-tourism into the
income stream of local producers. Local producers are the only people able to help the County best
understand what they need in terms of support for agri-tourism.
If producers feel having more special events is the best way for agri-tourism to be added to their
income stream, then the County may want reexamine the how and at what expense conditional use
permit are evaluated. Likewise, if producers are interested in developing an agri-tourism based on a
few tourists all year around, then the County may want to consider policies that will allow producers
to pool their production so individual producers can specialize in supplying a specific good or
service to the agri-tourism activity.
There is no magic formula for creating successful agri-tourism industry. However, based upon the
success of Apple Hill or Napa County, the industry needs to take the lead in defining and creating
the agri-tourism industry. The role of the County then becomes one of a partner, where the rules
and regulations are clearly explained so the producers understand their compliance to the rules
adds to the success of the entire agri-tourism industry.
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Appendix A: FMMP land classifications
Prime Farmland (P)
Irrigated land with the best combination of physical and chemical features able to sustain long term
production of agricultural crops. This land has the soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply
needed to produce sustained high yields. Land must have been used for production of irrigated
crops at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date.
Farmland of Statewide Importance (S)
Irrigated land similar to Prime Farmland that has a good combination of physical and chemical
characteristics for the production of agricultural crops. This land has minor shortcomings, such as
greater slopes or less ability to store soil moisture than Prime Farmland. Land must have been used
for production of irrigated crops at some time during the four years prior to the mapping date.
Unique Farmland (U)
Lesser quality soils used for the production of the state’s leading agricultural crops. This land is
usually irrigated, but may include non-irrigated orchards or vineyards as found in some climatic
zones in California. Land must have been cropped at some time during the four years prior to the
mapping date.
Farmland of Local Importance (L)
Cultivated farmland having soils which meet the criteria for Prime or Statewide, except that the land
is not presently irrigated, and other nonirrigated farmland.
Farmland of Local Potential (LP)
Prime or Statewide soils which are presently not irrigated or cultivated.
Grazing Land (G)
Land on which the existing vegetation is suited to the grazing of livestock. This category is used
only in California and was developed in cooperation with the California Cattlemen’s Association,
University of California Cooperative Extension, and other groups interested in the extent of grazing
activities.
Urban and Built-Up Land (D)
Urban and Built-Up land is occupied by structures with a building density of at least 1 unit to 1.5
acres, or approximately 6 structures to a 10-acre parcel. Common examples include residential,
industrial, commercial, institutional facilities, cemeteries, airports, golf courses, sanitary landfills,
sewage treatment, and water control structures.
Other Land (X)
Land which does not meet the criteria of any other category. Typical uses include low density rural
development, heavily forested land, mined land, or government land with restrictions on use.
Appendix B: Important agricultural processors and support industries.
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Figure 63: Yolo County important farmland 2006
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Appendix B: Important agricultural processors and support
industries
Category

Name

City

Tomato Processing

Morning Star

Williams

Morning Star

Los Banos

Los Gatos 1

Huron

Liberty Packing

Santa Nella

SK Foods

Lemoore

Rio Bravo 1

Bakersfield

Ingomar 1

Los Banos

PCP 1

Woodland

Ingomar #2 1

Los Banos

TomaTek

Firebaugh

SK Foods/CCCC

Williams

Stanislaus

Modesto

Campbell Soup

Dixon

Campbell Soup

Stockton

Conagra Grocery Hunts

Oakdale

Conagra Grocery Hunts

Helm

Unilever Bestfoods Ragu

Stockton

Del Monte/Contadina

Hanford

Category

Name

County

Grain Elevator

County Line Warehouse

Yolo

Farmers Grain Elevator

Yolo

Hayrico Inc..

Yolo

River Garden Farms

Yolo

Vigen Construction, Inc.

Yolo

Adams Grain

Colusa

Category

Name

Commodity

Agricultural Processing

Earth Saver
Rose Valley Group Inc..
Woodland Nut Oils

Nut Oil

Dixon Ridge Farms

Walnuts

Tufts Ranch
Pacific Coast Producers

Tomato Processor

Perini Rice

Rice

La Tourangele

Nut Oils

Mariani Nut

Tree Nut Processor

Adams Grain

Grain Mill

Campbell’s Soup

Tomato Processor

Lester Farms

Dried Fruit
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Category

Name

Agricultural Supply

Agrichem Services Inc.
Agricultural Distributing
Agriform, div. of the Tremont Group
Hilleby International, Inc.
Suisun Valley Growers
Woodland Tractor
Wilkinson International
Johnson Farm Machinery Co. Inc.
Roy Riegels Chemicals
Windmill Feed
Hoover Tractor
Petrick Industries
Valley Truck and Tractor

Crop Dusting

Growers Air Service
North Valley

Seed

AgService Seeds
Cal/West Seeds
California Oils CorpSeedTec Division
Jade Seed company
New Technologies Research growers
Greenhouse Grower
Pioneer Hi-Bred International,Inc
Seminis Vegetable Seed
Syngenta Seeds, Inc.
T. S. & L. Seed Company
Growers Transplants
Del Rio Ceeds
Abbott Cobb Seeds
Ag Seeds Unlimited
Campbell Soup Company
Eureka Seeds
Harris Moran Seed Company
Sakata Seed America
Tarke Warehouse LLC
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Category

Name

Winery

Bogle Vineyards winery
Capay Valley Vineyards
French Hill Winery
Heringer Estates, LLC
R.H.Phillips Hogue
Revolution Wines
Satiety Foods
Sender’s Wine
Solomon Wine Company
Todd Taylor Wines
Wilson Vineyards, Inc
Berryessa Gap Winery

Category

Name

Labor Contractor

J & R Farm Labor Inc
Lara Labor Contractors
Perez & Sons, John
Reyes FLC

Category

Name

Miscellaneous Support

Cabrera Custom Services
CW Farm Clean Up Debris Removal and
Scrap
Lopez Ag Equipment Storage
Shawn Wayrynen’s Farm Clean
Winn concrete ditch liners, inc.
Wallace M Beard Pump Co
William P. Wilson

Category

Name

Trucking

A.G. Trucking
Koebel Trucking
Double M Trucking
Button Trucking
Mike Laurie
Valley Trucking

Source: Doran, Morgan, Temra Costa, John Harper, Theresa Becchetti, Stephanie Larson, Shermain Hardesty, and Roger Ingram. 2007. Need assessment
for small-scale livestock harvesting and processing facilities in Northern California: Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program.
Hardesty, Shermain. 2005. Yolo County Producers Lead the Nation in Direct Marketing. Davis, CA: University of California.
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